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College Actively
Seeks New Dean
by a faculty conference. The
first meeting was held in late
•* News Writer
April, at which the committee
decided on a course of action for
During the 1999-2000 aca- the process of hiring a new
demic year, the College has been Dean.
engaged in an elaborate process
Ahlgren, who is co-chairman
searching for a new Dean of of the committee, described the
Faculty. A committee consist- early days of the process as a
ing of five faculty members has busy, but productive time for
been reviewing applications, the committee. "We solicited
interviewing candidates, and opinions from the faculty, trynarrowing the field of prospec- ing to gage what in their eyes
tive deans since last June.
would make a good Dean. On
The committee that is re- June 14, we met with various
sponsible for evaluating candi- constituencies on campus,
dates is co-chaired by gathering thoughts and opinEngineering Professor David ions." The committee also met
Ahlgren and English Professor with department heads, the adJan Cohn. Other members of ministration, the Deans' staff,
the committee include Professor various program directors,
of Religion Leslie Desmangles, chairs of standing committees
Assistant Athletic Director on the faculty, the Athletic DeRobin Sheppard, and Econom- partment, and the College Viceics Professor William Butos. At Presidents. In addition, they
the present time, the committee held two open faculty meetings
has narrowed the candidate to gather input on the search.
pool of over seventy applicants Advertisements were also
to six finalists. The remaining placed in the New York Times,
candidates are currently being and the Chronicle oj Higher
interviewed by the committee, EducatwrLto solicit applica* BY DAVIS ALBOHM

final recommendation to President Evan Dobelle. President
Dobelle will then make the final decision concerning which
candidate to hire for the Dean of
Faculty position,
. The hiring process began last
April, when the five members of
the committee were appointed

als around the country.
The committee began reading applications during the end
of July, and hired the search
firm A.T. Kerney to aid in the
process of seeking out qualified
applicants. "A.T. Kerney was
very helpful in scouring the
see DEAN on page five

Hunger & Homelessness Week
Ends With Annual Sleepout
BY MELISSA PYTLAK

p News Writer

If you m^deif o l t into the '
cold Thursday night to spend
your last meals at the Cave, you
may have noticed a group of
people with sleeping bags and
wondered what they were doing. If you stopped to ask, you
found out that this group of students, faculty, and staff had

College Hosts First Black
Student Union Conference
BY RADOST
RANGELOVA

News Writer

On Friday November 19, and
Saturday November 20 Trinity
College was the host of the first
Black Student Union Conference, entitled African Americans in the Next Millennium. It
brought together students willing to discuss and learn more
about issues specific to the African American population in
the United States on the verge of
the 21st century.
The conference opened on
Friday with a ceremony in the
: Washington Room. The speech
given by president of Imani
: Charles Botts' was followed by a
performance by Trinity
College's gospel choir and an
introduction, of the student
groups participating in the conference. The leaders of TCBWO
(Trinity College Black Women's
Organization), MOCA (Men of
Color Alliance) and Imani
(Black Student Union) talked
about the goals of their respective organizations and about the

importance of such an event on
campus. According to Matthew
Anderson and Andrew Peal, cochairs of MOCA, the main significance of the conference was
its attempt to "help students of
color come together as a group
and work on common problems."
Imani Secretary Lakilah
Harrigan also expressed the
opinion that organizations like
Imani and the events that they
conduct "seek to get black stu-

NATE CURTIS

Several students slept outside Thursday evening to show
support for the homeless.

dents involved in every aspect
of life on campus" and will
"continue to encourage African
American students to increase
the awareness of others."
President Evan Dobelle introduced the conference keynote
speaker, Dr. Derrick A. Bell. Currently a Professor at NYU Law
School and the first tenured
black professor at Harvard Law
School, he is also the author of
books including And We Are
see FOR UM on page six

come to spend the night on the
Cave Patio in order to raise
awareness about the problem pi

through his personal experiences. He also commended our
ettorts, saying, "just wait until 1

held annually by ConnPIRG as
a part of Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness Week,
began at 9 PM and continued
into the morning.To kick off the
nigh t, speaker David Mar tineau,
Director of the Immaculate
Conception Shelter, spoke about
his experiences with the homeless. As always, he was inspiring, giving vivid descriptions of
the homeless with whom he has
worked. He also talked about
the programs that they use to
get people back into housing.
Martineau also criticized hisgeneration for selling out on
their views during the 1960s,
creating the problem of
homelessness, and leaving it for
our generation to fix.
Formerly homeless, John Beaver, who also works with the
shelter, addressed the group. He
demonstrated how such programs worked, as indicated

and tell the guys what you are
doing-they'll definitely applaud."
Many students have pointed
out the fact that homeless
people do not have the luxury
of sleeping bags or hot chocolate donated by SGA and
Marriott, Although many have
criticized the sleepout, sayingthat participants would be better off volunteering at a shelter,
the words of John Beaver and
the reactions of students passing by suggest something else.
Some thought that it was
crazy to sleep out in the cold,
others didn't understand the
point, and some thought it was
an excellent idea. One student
even wished participants luck
in their "noble effort." While the
reactions were mixed, they were
reactions nonetheless, and the
sleepout successfully fulfilled
the goal of raising awareness.
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Drugs Are A Serious Problem On Campus

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - NOVEMBER

22,1999

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Issue Of Rape At Trinity Impossible To Ignore
Unfortunately, the magnitude of
the problem will never really become clear—and the issue truly visible—until the victims of rape are
more forthcoming in reporting the
offence to the staff and peer counselors who are provided for their
support. Whether the perpetrator is
identified or not is an individual
choice, but just taking the initiative
in reporting the offence is important to the health of the community
as well as the victim.
We all have a responsibility to
behave with respect for one another
and not to tolerate violations of that
respect. Rape is a serious violation.
It is, in fact, a criminal act, and personally I would prefer that the perpetrator be identified and, if found
guilty, separated from the college so
there is no chance of that individual
remaining someone the victim "will
have to see repeatedly the next four
years." At the very least, however, I
would urge the victim—as I hope the
victim's real friends would, too—not
to be harmed twice over by remaining silent because of feelings of
shame. Trust in the support of the
community, and tell your story, in
confidence, to a qualified counselor.

To the Editor:

I was saddened to read the piece
entitled "Sexual Assault is Out of
Contra! at Trinity" (November 16,
1999) by Laura Lockwood, Director
of the Women's Center. Over the last
few years I have had talks and exchanged messages with Laura and
Marilyn Cardone, Trinity's Sexual
Assault Counselor, in which I challenged the assertion that sexual assault was a frequent occurrence on
campus. Certainly the official
record of such offenses and my
passing knowledge of student life
(not only had I been an adviser for
many years, but two of my own
sons attended Trinity) did not bear
it out. Likewise, I continue to question the extrapolation, for example,
from two reported instances and
two related at second hand, to an
estimated thirty-six "unreported
rapes," based on a statistic that, for
a variety of reasons, may ormay not
be applicable.
Nevertheless, these two responsible and knowledgeable people
persist in their claim, which makes
the issue impossible to ignore. Indeed, the essential truth is, as Laura
says, that one rape on campus is one
too many, and demands the invest- Sincerely, •
ment of our best efforts in prevention as well as crisis counseling. The James R. Bradley
advice given in the article is a start. Associate Professor of Classics

We have a problem on this campus. It affects the student body, and we are the
only people who can thwart it. The administration is powerless, because this prob- Inter Arts Admission of Minorities Is No Differlem is beyond their view, What they cannot see, they cannot stop. This illusive ent Than Rest Of Trinity; It's Not Lacking
specter that I speak of is illegal drug use on campus.
gram has not yet devised any parThis year, drug use is out of hand at Trinity. For some, drugs are more easily ob- To the Editor:
ticular strategies of its own for mitained than alcohol, so they become the vice of choice; for others, college is the time
Please allow me to correct the nority recruitment, any particular
that might go beyond the
to experiment. Trie problem is that a sizable section of the student body has moved record. A recent issue of the Tripod strategies
an article titled "Lack of current practices of the College and
far beyond experimentation. Hard drugs such as cocaine and heroin are finding a includes
Minority Students in College Hon- its various programs. Ms. Joyce
secure place here, apcompaniedby .what at times seems to be copious amounts of ors Program" which states that "un- points to the fact that the InterArts
like Guided studies, the Cities Program has the most diverse stuecstasy and various other hallucinogens.
Program, and ISP, (the new) dent body of the four existing honWe have an environment on campus that is incredibly conducive to drug addic- InterArts (Program) does not prac- ors programs but attributes this to
tion. Drugs are available and seem to be acceptable. Something is clearly wrong if tice the recruitment of minority "luck." I believe that I speak for all
This statement is both in- of the InterArts faculty when I say
Students are turning to drugs for a release from academic and social pressures. We students."
accurate and misleading. In my in- that nothing could be further from
must foster social change to create sufficient outlets and sufficient behavioral ex- terview with Ms. Joyce, I did NOT the spirit of the InterArts Program
state that the InterArts Program than a callous disregard for the
pectations in order to put an end to the rampant drug use on this campus. The makes
no effort towards minority value of creating a diverse commustudent body needs to take a stand in order to protect its members from the corro- recruitment; what I DID say was nity of students. This first class of
that the admissions procedures for eighteen InterArts students passive effects of drug addiction.
InterArts Program are in line sionate, challenging, imaginative,
We need to take responsibility-for the welfare of our own community. It should the
with broader College efforts regard- and yes, diverse — stands as a testanot be socially acceptable to look the other way when you find a friend or a neigh- . ing minority recruitment and that, ment to our commitment.
fact, these admissions procedures
bor repeatedly strung-out or high. In addition, drug dealing must be recognized in
exactly parallel those currently in Sincerely,
and treated as the felony offense that it is. We must stop looking away and take the place for Guided Studies, ISP, and the
time and energy to confront the problem in order to create a healthy atmosphere Cities Program. I also noted in our Katharine Power
conversation that the InterArts Pro- Director, InterArts Program
that is favorable to learning.
Why are we concentrating so much energy on Midsession, the alcohol policy, and
trees while ignoring an element that is both pervasive on. campus and illegal in
society? Are Trinity students who deal drugs somehow intrinsically better that the
Turkey Is For Fools
dealers who operate on Broad Street? Is it because we are, on the whole, white and
upper-middle class and they are not? This is not the message that anyone, particu- Maybe you're looking forward to that dinner, but don't forget
larly an institution of higher education and liberal thinking, should be sending, that you're the real turkeys. All of that beer and late night pizza
especially an institution which sponsors a Boys and Girls Club and is currently has fattened you up just the way that the powers want. So eat up
that turkey with the sound knowledge that you're just eating what
helping to build schools directly across the street.
We need to hold people accountable for their actions and help those who need they 're selling. Then you'll be ready to be eaten.
help. Trying new things is undoubtedly a part of the college experience, but deRaven Society you get an "A,"
stroying your life is not.
Trying To "Bring Back The
Bam"
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but we think the administration
has already KOed any chance to
truly bring it back.

From what we heard, the name
"Squeal" was quite appropriate.

SCRAWL Poetry Reading

Avery Heights Protest

TrPower to the people.

Frats Fighting Again

No, frats shouldn't be banned.
They're really concerned with
community service and the betterment of society.

Cave Patio Sleep Out For]
Homelessness

You're not homeless, and you'll
never know what it's like untilyou
are. We'd call it shameless selfpromotion.
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Trinity: Guilty of False Advertising
Lots Of Construction Has Destroyed Trinity's Previously A ttractive Facade
BY KATE BARZUN

Opinion Writer

"T" on the quad, put down to be a part of a completed
some macadam, and roll on project. Instead I will graduin.
ate in May and my family
This isn't another gripe will come to visit the school
letter that childishly ex- and be blown away by dust
claims that as students we clouds from construction
have a right to be advised by sites. Perhaps the sounds of
the architects before any- jackhammers will accomthing happens. That's in- pany the seniors to the stage,

I did not chose to come to
Trinity because it was the
best liberal arts college in
New England, or because it
offered me the courses I had
to take, or because they sent
me piles and piles of "please
will you come to our college
and row for us" mail either.
It isn't the best liberal arts
College. You can find English courses anywhere, and
though I might have led
them on a bit, I had no intention of rowing. I came to
Trinity because, out of all
the other liberal arts colleges of equal standing to
which I could have gone,
Trinity was the most attractive.
Yes, yes, I am a girl and I
look for what aesthetically
pleases me, but back in 1996
Trinity campus was beautiful. In the middle of a capitol city there was an Eden of
manicured lawns, mown
and lined playing fields,
huge^
hundred-year-old
trees, and classically.New
England style buildings covered with ivy and posters.
So, out of all the schools to
which I applied, I chose
Trinity because I felt I could
learn more and learn well at
a college that took pride in
its grounds, aesthetics, and
obviously in the comfort of

Then, all of a sudden, both
ends of campus are being
torn up. So now, as a student,
I don't get to be a part of any
completions. All I get is
woken up at 7 AM to the
sound of metal on concrete,

educated in an environment
of MY choice. Trinity falsely
advertised their campus,
they lured me in with green
expanses and beautiful trees
and now every day there is a
QP stating that this area will

parenFtfflrwis all a Facade.
Now, in my senior year, it is
too late for me to transfer. It
is too late for me to go somewhere new where what you
see is, in fact, what you get. I
graduate in May and as it

of a giant pit between me
and the door, and the noxious fumes of diesel engines
filling the air on my way to
the gym.
Perhaps it was bad plan-

lawn will be torn up soon.
This school is not worth the
price of admission right
now. I think we should all
get some sort of a refund on
our tuition due to the simple
fact that our institution has
failed to provide a consistent
educational environment in
which we can learn. Instead
it is impeding our education
by flooding Austin Arts,
causing power outages that
fry our computers, making it
impossible to think/hear/
learn accompanied by the
sound of giant engines and
trucks backing up. Trying to
get a say in what happens on
campus is a pipe dream, but
getting refunds for false advertising is part of the
American Way.

Trinity falsely advertised their campus, they
lured me in with green expanses...and now
every day there is a QP stating that this
area will be off limits due to construction.
sane. Not one student here
has any qualifications that
would in any way benefit
the construction of a new
building. Schools are going
to build. As times change,
dorms need to be redone,
new dorms need to be built,
and'ancient underground
pipes will need to be replaced. Yet, for the three
years prior to today 1 did not
witness any construction.

/ graduate in May and as it looks right now,
who knows what edifice to man will be under
construction on the quad.

institution has failed to provide a
consistent educational environment in which
we can learn.
looks right now, who knows
what edifice to man will be
under construction on the
quad. Perhaps we need a new
gym overlooking the soccer
fields. They could just tear
up the Bishop and plop it
right on the hill. Or, better
yet, to alleviate the parking
problem lets just take down
the trees that make the nice

better yet, maybe graduation
will take place on metal
slats that cover over giant
trenches across the quad and
my grandmother will have
to wear a hard hat! I don't
want the construction to
stop. It is naive to think that
I could get that to happen.
What I do want, though, is
my money back. I pay each
year an exorbitant amount
of money so that I can be

ning on the part of previous
administrations that has
caused all this construction.
If in my three years they had
built the dorm by MCEC the
first year, the laying in of the
pipes by Austin Arts the second year, and the new Admissions building the third
year, maybe by my senior
year I would have been able
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Know What You're
Looking At; Stop It
BY BETH MILLER
Opinion Writer

I talk to a lot of different
people each day. It is important to me that I make eye contact with the women and men
1 speak to, even if I am late to
be somewhere, there is a clock
behind their head and even if
I am bored to tears. Since I look
at people while they talk to
me, I notice where they are
looking.
Apparently, some men don't
realize this, or don't care. I'll
get to the point: Stop talking
to my boobs. They really don't
have anything interesting to
contribute to our conversation. 1 marvel at the chutzpah
of men who speak directly to
my breasts. Then there are the

/ believe men can keep their testosterone (or
whatever else it is they blame for the staring)
in check
guys who try to glance surrep-.
titiously at them when I blink
or they think I might look
away. I'll let you in on a little
secret: I know where my
breasts are and I can tell when
you are looking at them. They
live a pretty sedentary life in
my bra, really (Some bouncing, now and again, but always
in the same general area. No
jaunting off to be with friends
or anything.)
;rj!ted. «>me male

Theory a couple of semesters
ago a friend of mine recounted how she ran into a
male friend after the summer
break. Happy to see him, she
went right up to give him a
hug and to catch up. She told
us how he looked her up and
down for what seemed to her
a very long time, pausing at
the goodies,of course. She was
significantly less animated for
the rest of the conversation.
A few months later, they
werFara party together and
ing and most assure me that it he asked her if she was mad at
is nothing personal, i ts more of him because she seemed to be
an involuntary reflex. I guess avoiding him. She told us she
that's the problem. It isn't per- almost blew it off (not worth
sonal. I am just another talking being a bitchy feminist, you
head with these terribly dis- know), but she changed her
tracting breasts that make mind. "Do you remember
men completely unable to look when 1 saw you after summer
me in the eye. I can almost hear break that first time," she
them with an enraptured asked him.
Homer Simpson-like voice in
"Yes," he replied. ,
their heads saying, "BOOBIES!"
"Well, you gave me the 'Up
Generally speaking I have and Down' for a very long time

We notice when you talk to our breasts and...
when you scan our bodies or clothes. Stop it
gotten tired of dealing with
the staring and let it slide a lot
of the time. But I have been
known to wave my hands in
front,of them and say, "Hello?
Up here!" One of my favorite
lines I stole from a comedienne
whose name I can't recall now
(not my strong suit): She suggests lifting the offending
guy's chin and saying in a conspiratorial whisper, "They're
• s h y . "

SOWE CAPON K>R /OUR THANKSGIVING F M S

After moving-in day I joined
students from Elton and Jones
at a cookout between our
dorms. I watched two FirstYear men brazenly taking
stock of the women who
walked by. No mistaking it, it
was the old "Up and Down,"
punctuated by comments and
nods or headshakes. This
went on for the duration of the
meal and I took great pleasure
in pointing them out to the
other mentors and RA's. So we
got to observe them too. Unfortunately, getting into that
staring-at-your-stuff-space
makes you pretty oblivious to
being stared at yourself.
One of the things that
sometimes happens in
Women's Studies classes is we
share stories about our experiences of gender. In Feminist

•

,

•'

.-.•".••• :•' "••

i;

•.

•'

Now I am an equal oppor tunity corriplainer, so I have
something to say to the women
who cannot resist the old "Up
and Down." You know that
head to toe scan women give
women assessing the cost and
coolness of your clothes and
the acceptability of your shape
and size. I know some women
who do this brazenly specifically to make you feel uncomfortable, so no sense tuning
them in to that fact that we
notice them looking. The rest
of you might want to try and •
make eye contact instead.
Of course, men are pretty
good at the up and down too.

and it made me feel like shit
and quite frankly, I have not
been interested in seeing you
ever since."
The man was embarrassed
(we were all happy to hear he
had enough sense for that)
and began apologizing effusively. According to my friend,
he promised to mend his
checking-out-the-body-withno-respect-for-the-person-attached ways; And she testified
that, at least when they talked,
he kept his eyes on hers. Now,
I believe men can keep their
testosterone (or whatever else
it is they blame for the staring)
in check.
• .;
I don't happen to think men
are hopelessly led around by
their hormones and penis'. I
think that men can control
what they do and where they
look. 1 respect you all enough
to give you that agency, even
if you are reluctant to do so
yourselves.
We notice when you talk to
our breasts and we notice
when you scan our bodies or
clothes;Stop it.
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Focus Misplaced On Student Responsibility Is Needed
'Science' In Poli. Sci. To Solve Campus-Wide Problems
BY LINCOLN
HEINEMAN

Opinion Writer

Two weeks ago, the new chair
of the Political Science Department, Professor Mark Franklin,
gave his inaugural lecture as a
new member of the department. As a political science ma-'
• jor, I took a special interest in
what Professor Franklin had to
say. His lecture was billed as an
attempt to "put the science back
in political science," and it
pointed to what seems to be an
impending drastic change in
Trinity's Political Science Department. Professor Franklin
suggested that the discipline of
political science is in the midst
of a transformation, changing
from a member of the humanities to a member of the sciences,
comparable to a natural science
like biology or chemistry. He
said that through recent statistical analysis of election patterns and other political
measurements, the level of veracity that is achieved in schol-

ably in their political decisions
as chemical elements or evolutionary patterns do in science. I
do not believe that humanity is
that reliable in its decisions. One
of the major tenets of "real" science is that an experiment,
which proves a specific assertion, can be repeated under the
same conditions by different
people at a different time and
.that the same results will be
produced. Simply put, this tenet
can not be followed in a political study. If a researcher is
studying the returns from a specific election and concludes that
a certain political assertion is
fact from these results, these
findings cannot be reproduced
by another independent researcher, The election is over,
and any future election will
contain other factors, which
could contaminate the findings.
Comparing two different elections in a scientific manner
seems unrealistic to me, since a
different set of people with different motivations are voting
each time. This situation is distinct from comparing two

There are too many uncontrolled variables
which could conceivably skew important
evidence in an experiment.
arly assertions about political
science can be compared to that
found in the natural sciences.
Professor Franklin dismissed
•wYiatis'h.e" catted 'Sftieo'dotaA evi-4

chemistry experiments in
which the identical element or
chemical compound is used
and an identical result is produced, v '
• *- ••>'• '-•'
I am not suggesting thai "scientific" studies and findings in
the field of political science are
utterly without merit. However,
I think the information gleaned
from them should be analyzed
very carefully and meticulously. While some may suggest
that the findings of these studies are absolute and that they
cannot be disputed because
they are "scientific," I think this
is a cause for concern. The word
"scientific" implies a certain

dence" in the pursuit of truth
within the discipline of political science. The clear implication of Professor Franklin's
lecture was that with the beginning of his tenure as chair
comes a monumental changein
the department. I am somewhat
bemused by this, promised
change, since it is the first lhave
heard about it, despite being a
major in the department. Every
political science class that 1 have
taken has been firmly rooted in
a humanist approach to the discipline, instead of a scientific
approach, and it was my expectation that this trend would
continue. However, with Professor Franklin's lecture and the
shift in the department that it
>?oomono
suggests, I am not even sure if 1
3JU0CKD0U
belong in the department anyOOJioien
more.
This tension between humanistic and scientific inquiry
is really at the root of the debate level of reliability in findings
concerning the Trinity College which are somewhat problemPolitical Science Department. I atic due to the nature of the exbelieve there is a role for human- periments in which the
ism within political science, evidence was gathered. While
and that a scientific approach, anecdotal evidence is also
following the scientific method flawed for obvious reasons, I do
of inquiry, cannot explain every not think a jolt of "scientific"
aspectof the world's political in- and therefore presumably irrestitutions and mores. Professor proachable information should
Franklin, in his lecture, con- be transplanted in its place.
ceded that the term "political While the desire to attain the
science" is something of a mis- highest level of certainty that is
nomer, and that for the most possible in the discipline of popart, precious little that can be litical science is admirable (and
called "real" science has been it is a desire that I share), 1 think
accomplished within the disci- it is premature to give special
pline. By suggesting that politi- significance to information that
cal science can become a "real" is not strictly scientific accordscience, utilizing the scientific ing to the scientific method. Permethod to analyze a political haps in the future, political
question, one removes any science can be transformed into
amount of the uncertainty and • a "real" science, but today there
ambiguity that I think is central are too many uncontrolled varito politics. Effectively, this ables which could conceivably
transformation assumes that skew important evidence in an
people will behave as predict- experiment.

BY EMILY ABRAHAM

Opinion Writer

1 woke up Thursday night at
three o'clock in the morning, a
little confused and groggy to the
sound of screaming—outside
my room and outside the residence hall (Jones), where in m y
fourth year at Trinity 1 am living as a mentor. In keeping with
the end of thesemester rush this
was the first night all week 1
was even asleep before three—I
was exhausted. I opened my
door to a girl shouting into the
door of the room across the hall.
She had two other students
with her who looked at me
dumbfounded when I alerted
them to the fact that it was three
AM and that screaming wasn't
necessary—one of them was an
upperclassman I had been introduced to just weeks before.
The continued dumbfounded
ook on their faces led me to beieve I was either still dreaming
or maybe it wasn't three
o'clock—I suppose they thought
was out of line.
1 stumbled back into my
room and pulled up the shade
to see who was screaming outiide; again it wasn't first-year
tudents, it was upperclassmen,
'Elton 201 baby" as they so
dndly offered me when they
aw my light go on and my
hade go up—mind you they
were not in Elton 201; they were
on the third floor. They began
to yell "Look at that girl, top
floor, she's gonna call campus
iai'ety." The comments and
screaming that continued directed at me, were unintelligible, unintelligent and
definitely not worth mention-,
ing. What 1 find disturbing is
not that the students in "Elton
201 baby" were yelling at three
AM, we all have our moments,
but that attacking a fellow student for turning on her light in
response to screaming is nothing but shameful.
"Elton 201" has every righ t to
get wasted (information they
provided for most of Hartford).
They have every right to stay up
all night and scream obscenities
and disparaging remarks at one
another, but they do not have
the right to scream them at me
and they do not have the right
to disturb everyone around
them. Shortly after this occurred 1 did hear a Campus
Safety officer hushing someone
in the nearby vicinity. It may
come as a surprise to "Elton 201"
but I wasn't the only one disturbed. Another Jones mentor
had called campus safety several times and many first-year
students asked me the very next
morning if I had heard the
screaming. Who doesn't?
The administration has
cracked down on student
drinking, RA's have worked
much harder at enforcing housing policies, and SGA has
spurred a "Social Responsibility
Campaign" with student leaders on campus, This is a project
1 am proud to be a part of, and
the reason is not because I or
anyone else want to inh ibit anyone else's fun. We would just
like to lose the disrespectful and
often hostile behavior that runs
rampant on this campus as a
result of drinking. It would be
nice if students held up their
end of the bargain. If You don't
want stricter policies, then don't

ask for them. 1 would challenge
members of this community
who take offense at their colleagues' basic human need to
sleep through the night to act
like adults—to act as if they

beings and not animals is by
negative reinforcement then so
be it—but really, try and lose the
machismo, it's very unattractive. By behaving this way, these
students have made a sad corn-

By behaving this way, these students have
made a sad comment about our community.
were living anywhere else
where eviction is a much
harsher reality.
If it's true that students act
out with such anger towards
other students simply because
they can—because they know
that Campus Safety and the Office of Residential Life will
never really take punitive measures, then maybe we should
start registering our noise complaints with the Hartford Police.
I'll take the name calling, I need
to sleep! If the only incentive for
students like those in Elton
(who rose to the occasion to be
slapped on the wrist by Campus
Safety) to behave like human

rnent about our community. I
urge everyone to remember that
we lost a student at the beginning of this year.John Ortiz, to
what seems to have been a late
night interaction where this
very kind of disrespectfulness
and hostility was present. If
that wasn't a wake-up call to
Trinity students, I don't know
what is. I would ask every student on this campus to take a
little personal responsibility,
and show a little respect for one
another. I have made it my own
goal this year and I hope that
you can make it yours—to not
allowjohn Ortiz to have died in
vain.

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Explaining The Sign Posting Controversy
To the Editor:
Over the past few weeks, there
has been much discussion in your
publication regarding the removal
if several posters from the campus. I write to clarify the involvement of the Office of the Dean of
Students Office in this matter and
to correct some inaccuracies as
previously printed.
First, let me make it clear that I

tions into the removal of the posters have not identified any
individual(s) who may be responsible. It is impossible to pursue judicial action against an unknown
entity. Also, it is yet to be determined if this was a matter of academic freedom, or an issue of
vandalism, or even something else.
For us to determine that this was
an academic freedom issue, we
would need to prove that the

am the individual who was in

individual(s) responsible for che

contact with Professor Thornton
regarding the posters. 1 first raised
the matter with Professor
Thornton during a phone converiation in which she had called to
update me on the progress of a student. I relayed to her that several
of the posters had random comments scrawled on them and that
persons were inquiring as to the
origin of the posters. It is easy to
understand why someone not associated with her class would
wonder what putpose(s) these
posters served, In facti outside the
context of a class assignment, several of the posters could easily be
interpreted as harassment. No instruction was given to Professor
Thornton that the posters be
"cleared" through my office. Further, the idea of sending a campus
wide quick post (QP) came as a
suggestion from Professor
Thornton and not from my office.
I did, however, agree that sending
a QP was a good idea as it would
lend some context to the posters.
Soon after this conversation the
posters were removed. The Office
of the Dean of Students did not
give instructions to anyone to do
so.

posters' removal intended to suppress student opinion. Since we
currently do not know who removed the posters, I am not in a
position to make a summary
judgement in this matter.
A significant aspect of the debate is my recommendation that
persons who post signs should
self-identify in order to encourage
discussion. This practice of selfidentification on posters/signs is
the norm on many college campuses. Interestingly, a few persons
are viewing this as contributing to
an environment of "self-censorship" (a term used by Mr. Weiss in
his recent article). This is far from
my intentions. As I have said before, there is no attempt on my part
or on the part of my colleagues to
censor student opinion. Indeed,
the Dean of Students Office endeavors to promote critical thinking and thoughtful dialogue. I
remain convinced that academic
freedom is not solely about the
freedom to voice what one believes
but it also includes the responsibility to expose oneself to dialogue.

I have had several discussions
with various members of our college community who have been
concerned (and rightly so) over
the disappearance of the posters.
In fact, Andrew Weiss, your opinion editor, interviewed me regarding this matter, Sadly, many of the
salient points which I raised with
Mr. Weiss were either excluded
from his article or were generally
incorporated into his opinions,
giving the impression that my office was not concerned about preserving academic freedom,
It is worthwhile for me to highlight some of the points I raised
with Mr. Weiss and other persons.
First, I have been asked why did I
not initiate a judicial process with
regards to this matter. The response is simple. Our investiga-

So where are we now? Professor
Thornton has referred the matter
to the faculty Academic Freedom
Committee and an investigation
into the incident is underway. 1
have cooperated fully so far with
the process and 1 await the results
of that investigation. I will also
direct some efforts towards creating a posting policy. Of course, this
is not my effort alone but I expect
it will involve the various constituents of our campus community. In the meanwhile, I
encourage the whole campus to
think critically and act constructively about these very important
issues. This, too, is part and parcel
of academic freedom.
Sincerely,
Christopher D, Card
Assistant Dean of Students

Editor^ Note Hank Lewis' Nov 16 Iripod letter was titled by the opinion editors.
Neither Lewis or the Tripod staff intended to Implicated Pres. Dobelle as a racist
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SGA Addresses Social And Academic Issues
BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Editor

On Monday evening, November 15, the Student Government
Association (SGA) met to discuss resolutions affecting social
and academic life at Trinity.
Resolutions proposed by SGA
members addressed the alcohol
policy of the college and the creation of a student course evaluation.
SGA President Russell Fugett
'01 introduced the first motion,
a resolution that addressed the
attendance of SGA members at
the organization's weekly meetings.
The resolution stated that
SGA members could only have
one unexcused absence per semester, and that only in the case
of a death in the family or serious illness could an absence be
excused.
The resolution further stated
that once an SGA member surpasses the number of allowed
absences, his voting privileges
will be revoked,
Fugett stated that while the
measure was strict, SGA members had a responsibility to
regularly attend meetings because each member "sought to
be elected by the student body."
The motion was passed by a
majority of the.SGA.

Texas
University
Students
React to
Tragedy
(U-W1RE) COLLEGE STATION, Texas — Amidst tearfilled grief and sorrow, Texas
Aggies stood arm-in-arm with
friends, families and faculty in
Reed Arena Thursday night to
share their compassion and
sympathy in light of Thursday's
tragic events.
A huge stack of logs being
readied for the school's annual
bonfire toppled without warning Thursday, killing twelve
people and injuring 27.
Tim Hogan, a junior com-

The second motion, the Student Government Social Life
Resolution, was introduced by
Vice President Marissa Eddy'01.
The motion addressed the alcohol policies at Trinity, stating
that "the four drink limit demonstrates a lack of trust in the
of-age population of the Trinity
College Community", and that
"the new fees required to pay
bartenders and Campus Safety/
Hartford Police Department officers for an alcoholic event in
the Vernon Social Center places
excessive funding demands on
student organizations."
The motion affirmed SGA's
commitment to "eliminating
the temporary four drink limit
now in place" and proposed that
"the Offices of Student Services
and Student Activities absorb
three-fourths the costs of bartenders and Campus Safety/
Hartford Police Department officers." The motion was then
passed by a majority of those
present.
Ward McDonald '01 and
Katie Light '03 of the Academ ic
Affairs Committee then presented a proposal addressing
the calendar for the 2000-2001
academic year. The proposal
provided for 65 academic days
each semester and twelve unbroken weeks, and suggested
block scheduling of examinations during midterm period;

the calendar proposal also
eliminated Midsession from the
academic year. While debating
the motion, members of the
SGA noted the absence of religious holidays and the fact that
the curriculum committee already approved the academic
calender for the next three years.
The motion was then defeated.
The third proposal of the
evening, presented by Patrick
Gavin '00, Chairman of the Student Life Committee, addressed

to-shoulder, remembering the
fallen Aggies.

Last Tuesday at 2:30 p.m., another woman walking along a
path near the Student Union
Building was allegedly pulled
into the bushes and raped.

Dean OfFaculty
Search Continues

Lot on November 10 around
8:00 p.m. The woman ran to the
nearby athletic complex, where
she called Campus Police. Both
Town Police and Campus Police
searched the area but found no
one. Prior to this incident, a student was chased across the Valentine Quad on November 4.
On Sunday at 9:30 p.m., another woman walking along the
path near the UMass Student
Union Building was allegedly
accosted by three males, one of
whom sprayed her with pepper
spray. According to Lyons, the
men reportedly threw her to the
ground and beat her with their
fists. She was taken to the University Health Services. The
case is being investigated as assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.
According to The Daily Collegian, the suspects in the alleged Umass assault on Sunday
were reportedly wearing baggy
pants. Two of the three were described as white, and -one was
wearing a hooded sweatshirt
and had severe acne. UMass Police are still investigating the
incident.
UMass has also increased its
police and security staffing and
has trimmed down the shrubbery on the path near the Student Union, according to Lyon.
In addition, UMass will distribute a "shriek" alarm system,
which is an air-compressed
horn that students can carry
with them.
According to a letter that
UMass Chancellor David Scott
sent to the UMass community,
the university has also increased security around residence halls and areas around
the Campus Pond and Student
Union Building.

land for good applicants who
are highly qualified in their
fields," said Ahlgren.
In addition to the work of the
search firm, President Dobelle
wrote letters to college presidents and deans across the
country, looking for possible
candidates.
This past September, the
committee rated the applicants,
and the pool was narrowed
down to nine candidates.
The nine were interviewed
at Bradley International Airport in October, and following

Assaults On
Students
(The Amherst Student)- As
Five-College students held a
rally yesterday at the University of Massachusetts to protest
a recent string of several assaults, another UMass student
reported that she was attacked
at the same time on another
part of campus.
According to Amherst College Chief of Campus Police
John Carter, the young woman
wasattacked and suffered a cut.
A knife was later found in the
area of the alleged assault.

NEWS FROM r
OTHER SCHOOLS
" We're looking to see if there's
puter engineering major, the
• service and said it was filled any relation between the events
with contemplation and shar- that happened at Amherst and
ing of the Aggie Spirit. "The air at the University," said Carter.
On Sunday, another woman
was thick with silence, and you
could tell that the shock and reported being assaulted by
anger had melted away," he said. three men at UMass. These in"Everyone there only had love cidents and a number of other
alleged rapes and sexual asand a family spirit."
Texas A&M President Dr. Ray saults that have hit the Amherst
M. Bowen said the day was one area in the past two weeks have
of unspeakable grief and sor- made the college especially caurow. "No matter how predict- tious.
Amherst students have been
able we think life is, none of us
knows what the next hour may using safety rides more frequently. Carter said that Cambring," he said.
Rev. Larry Krueger of the pus Police gave 48 safety rides
Campus Ministers Association, on Monday night, more than the
offered his condolences to the usual 20 to 30.
According to Jim Lyons,
large congregation present at
the service and described the spokesperson of Public Safety at
path the Aggies need to take to UMass, a female student was alovercome grief of such magni- legedly grabbed by a man on
tude. Before solemnly departing November 2 at 5:30 p.m. and
from the ceremony, a soft hush raped near the Campus Pond.
fell over the crowd, and the dis- Lyons said that the police were
tant humming of "Amazing able to record a physical deGrace" overtook the audience. scription and sketch a drawing
They sang together, shoulder- of the man.

the creation of a student course
evaluation. The motion provided for the formation of a
committee of two SGA representatives, two students outside
of SGA, two faculty, and one
administrator to draft a student
course evaluation form that
would serve the needs of the
students in their course selections.
The resolution stated that the
form would be drafted by the
end of the spring semester of

2000, and distributed to students along with the faculty
evaluations. The figures would
then be printed into book form
for distribution in the fall of
2000 with the intention eventually being available on-line.
Gavin noted the logistical complications of creating an on-line
student evaluation form, but
concluded that it would ultimately prove beneficial for the
student body. The motion was
passed by a majority of SGA.

OLESSA PINDAK

Members of the Student Government Association met to
discuss student life issues.

wifh'the President, the academic departments, Student
Services, faculty, the Dean's
staff, and others.
The field of six candidates,
will be limited further by the
committee.
Ahlgren is unsure of the
number of candidates the committee will next present to
President Dobelle, who will research the finalists, and who
will make a decision concerning which candidate to offer the
position.
When asked about the responsibility that his committee

"The position of Dean of Faculty is extremely
important on campus. The search has been
challenging; we've had dozens of meetings,
and have worked hard J' - Professor Ahlgreen
that round of interviews, the
candidate list was narrowed to
six applicants.
So farjohn Bassett, a Dean of
Arts and Sciences at Case Western Reserve University, and
Steven Baldwin, a Professor of
Chemistry at Duke University
remain after a second round of
interviews.
The remaining four candidates, who will be interviewed
later, are Bonnie Steinbock,
chair of the Department of Philosophy at S.U.N.Y. Albany,
Gretchen Gerzina, Chair of the
English Department at Vassar
College, W. Miller Brown, current interim Dean of Faculty at
Trinity, and Gregory Nobles,
chairman of the School of History, Science, and Technology at
Georgia Tech.
When the applicants visit the
campus, they participate in a
schedule of events that spans
two days and includes meetings

faces, Professor Ahlgren, stated
"The position of Dean of Faculty is extremely important on
campus."
He continued, "The search
has been challenging, we've had
dozens of meetings and have
worked hard. But on the other
hand, the search is a big responsibility on our part."
Ahlgren states that the Dean
of Faculty acts as an important
advocate for the faculty, and because he or she is the faculty
leader, the Dean is an academic
leader for the students as well.
The Dean of Faculty is also the
second highest ranked officer at
Trinity.
The committee hopes to give
a recommendation list of final
candidates to President Dobelle
before winter break.
The new Dean of Faculty is
slated to commence work at the
beginning of the 2000-01 academic year.
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Freshman Class Elects African-American Student
Student Representatives Issues Discussed At Forum
RllTE PlNHEL

News Writer

Freshman elections were held on
Wednesday, November 17 to fill the positions of freshman class president, vice
president, and secretary.
Kelly Desmaraisand Adam Guzik ran
for class president, Thayer Fox, H.
Stephen Gross and Zoraida Lopez ran for
vice president and Trude Goodman and
Kristin Powell ran for secretary.
Kelly Desmarais was elected freshman
class president, Thayer Fox was elected
vice president and Kristin Powell was

would have liked to see more written up
about the candidates and the election."
Both candidates for president believed
that the main concern of freshman was
the lack of organized social events for the
freshman class.
According to Guzik, "A lot of freshman are unhappy with social aspects of
the school. 1 hope to help come up with
ideas that students will be interested in."
Desmarais, who was elected freshman
class president, said that she hoped to
work with the SG A, particularly with the
five freshman SGA senators, to come up
with events for freshman.
Desmarais, who was vice president of

"1 don't think that there have been a lot of opportunities
for freshman bonding." - Zoraida Lopez '03
elected secretary.
Freshman interested in running for
office were asked, to hand in a petition
with signatures from other freshman in
order to be placed on the ballot.
Only two candidates, Kristin Powell
and Kelly Desmarais, had the completed
petition ready by the deadline. The initial deadline for handing in petitions was
extended due to lack of interest and since
no freshman were signed up to run for
vice president.
Thayer Fox, candidate for vice president said, "The initial reason that I ran
was because no one else was running for

the student council in high school, has
been active in student government since
junior high school. She expressed that
"...class officers aren't as active here at
Trinity as they could be... I'm not exactly
sure how the funding for any activities
will work yet." Her ideas include off
campus activities and tripsforthe freshman class.
Among the candidates for vice president Lopez said, "I don't think that there
have been a lot of opportunities for freshman bonding." Her plans included dinners and parties for freshmen.
Gross hoped to organize events that

workshops that it offered.
continued from page one
"I was interested in the issues facing
Not Saved and Faces at the Bottom of the
Well. In his speech, he voiced and opin- minorities in general," she said. In the

"Society will never overcome racial discriminations until
a white leader steps up and frees white people from racial
prejudice against black people." - Dr. Derrick Bell, Professor
of Law, New York University
ion about subjects such as racism and the
various questions that it raises. "Society
will never overcome racial discriminations until a white leader steps up and
frees white people from racial prejudice
against black people," said Bell.
Dr. Bell also discussed the power of
pride, as well as the relevance of social
programs such as affirmative action. He
also discussed the importance of respect
of behavior and gender within the black
community.
The conference provoked the interest
of many students. Jessica Filion '03 said
that she attended the conference for the

first of the workshops scheduled for Saturday, "Male-Female Relationships", Dr.
Derrick Bell and Darlene Hopson facilitated a discussion about respect and the
role of gender in African American society.
In the afternoon, the participants were
given the opportunity to chose between
three other workshops; "AIDS in the
Black Community," "Black Females in
the Workplace," and "Smart Investing."
Each of these workshops addressed issues of special concern to young black
people looking for their role in the 21st
century society.

City Manager Saundra Kee Borges and
Deputy City Manager James Wright are
negotiating the terms of Croughwell's
retirement. They were out of town Friday and couldn't be reached for comment, however they said recently that
(The Hartford Courant)- First city of- when Croughwell retires, they will beficials ordered Police Chief Joseph F. gan a national search for his replaceCroughwell Jr., who has been on sick ment.
leave for six months, to return his city car
Optimism Revived
and
phone. On Friday, Mayor Michael P.
"I'd like to find out what there is that 1 could do about
Peters stepped up the pressure when he
changing things on campus... although my goal is not to said publicly, for the first time, "It's time On The Riverfront
for him to go."
make any drastic changes." - Thayer Fox, '03
(Hartford Courant) - Right now, a big
"It's obvious that he is not coming hurdle is amassing $210 million in prithe position.^ As Powell stated, "1 don't would "...help create class unity( and back, I love the guy personally^'' Peters vate capital for Adriaen's Landing-rethink it's that' nobody knew.'.. 1 think it's ma'ke freshman feel like a'part'of'the said "Friday. "But it's time for Tiim to give lated'investments fhat's the magic
number set by the legislature last year
class and of the community."
it up."
because nobody cares."
Thayer Fox, freshman class vice presiCroughwell, a member of the Hartford that will free up $455.million in state
The election was not well publicized .
either. Candidates relied mainly on dent, is also concerned with social life on police force for 28 years and chief for five ' money earmarked for Adriaen's.
Together, the private and public dolsmall posters placed around campus. campus. "I'd like to find out what there years, has been on medical leave since
Gross said, "I don't think that they did a is that I could do about changing things June because of a heart condition. He lars could transform the 33 riverfront
good job of letting people know that elec- on campus... although rny goal is not to said a week ago that he could not make acres from parking lots to an urban desa decision about his job status until af- tination that would include a hotel and
tions were going on." He hoped that de- make any drastic changes,"
spite the lack of. publicity, freshman
Trude Goodman, candidate for secre- ter he spoke to his doctor. He could not convention center, a "town square" filled
with shops and restaurants, maybe a
would still turn but to vote.
tary, hoped to learn more about issues on be reached for comment on Friday.
Desmarais asserted that even she was campus affecting freshman.
confused as to what day voting would
Kristin Powell said that as class secretake place.
tary she hopes "to get involved with the
Goodman expressed that the election people I will be going to school with for
lacked organization and publicity. "I the next four years."

Work lor a Hot Internet Start-Up
Are; you a born leader? Do you want to work for a hot
Internet start-up?
Varsity Books .com is looking for student leaders from
colleges nationwide to become Lead Campus Reps.
As a paid member of our team, you will hire
'• and direct a staff to carry out"N/arsityBooks.comS
. marketing efforts-on.your.campus.
Wondering what the pay is?, Compensation
includes an hourly wage/stock options
and a performance bonus. This job is a great way to earn money while
gaining valuable experience. If you are
interested,-send an e-mail with your name,
school and contact information to:
repinquiries#varsrtybooks.com

Hartford Police
Chief Pressured To
Retire

Hartford News

Peters and Councilman Louis Wadsworth Atheneum expansion. The
Watkins,chairman of the council's pub-, money also would pay for a.UConn footlie'.safety committee, said Friday that ball stadium, which-would now be in
CrOughw'eirs extended absence; has East Hartford rather than at the
made it difficult for city officials to im- riverfront. On that front, the last three
prove the state's largest municipal police weeks have brought, good news. With
force because it doesn't have a perma- President Clinton's Nov. 4 visit as a catanent chief. The council wants to make lyst, many of Hartford's major corporasome changes in the department that. •• tions publicly pledged millions for
were recommended in a report by na- Hartford redevelopment. Just how close
tional consultant Carroll Buracker, who'. : the project is to the $210 million depends
criticized the department's management; on how the money is counted.
and day-to-day operations. The depart- • - -While meeting the $210 million
:mentmu5t also have a permanent'ehief^ •• threshold might free the state's $455 milto receive national accreditation. •
lion' it doesn't guarantee success for
1
.. • "Joe has not made any signs that he is • Adriaen's Landing, since not all of the
coming back," Watkins said. "1 can't say • corporate commitments are pledged to
he needs.to retire. But a decision must be that project. Still, project officials and
made immediately. Fortunately, we have even some skeptics agree,the recent de. an acting chief [Deborah Barrows] who1 velopments on the money side represent
is doing a good job. But that is not the way1 a big change in.Reality and.perception
you should be running a police depart-, from the dark days.last April - when the
ment." '
Patriots snubbed Hartford and seemed to
City officials have ..said : that, ...dash hopes for Adriaen's Landing. Just a
Croughwell, 52, hasn't retired yet be1'" month ago, even the city's optimist-incause he is concerned about whether the ; chief, Mayor Michael P. Peters, was saycity will continue his medical benefits./ irig'only that Adriaen's Landing "may
But Peters said, "I'm concerned about our, •• happen someday."
city. We'll work that out with him."
In order to persuade retailers or restau"We have a department in flux. Joe is rateurs such as an ESPN Zone to invest
very dedicated and I respect him for that. in the project, they need to know that
He knows as well as I do, now is time to people will actually go to Adriaen's
say it's been a good ride," Peters said.
Landing.
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Former Nicaraguan Vice President
Speaks In Human Rights Lecture
Ex-Sandanista Discusses Conflict Between Politics and Art

Not In My Backyard
On November 21, at approximately 3:00 AM, Campus Safety
responded to a complaint by St. Anthony's Hall that unauthorized students were attempting to gain access to the building.
Campus Safety then contacted the Hartford Police Department,
who arrived and arrested five students for breach of peace, one
of whom was also charged with possession of marijuana.

isn't It Ironic?
Late on Thursday, November 18, at approximately 2:30 AM,
a car stolen from Vernon, Connecticut was crashed into the
fence on the corner of Broad Street and Brownell Avenue. The
fence and the vehicle were damaged, but there were no injuries.
Hartford Police are currently investigating.

Sticks and Stones
On November 17, at approximately 9:30 PM, a student reported that, following a verbal altercation with a youngster,
his residence, 129 Allen Place, was damaged by thrown stones.
The student was unable to provide a physical description of
the youngster for further investigation.

Do You Smell That?
At approximately 12:30 PM on November 18, a gas leak caused
by a contractor cut off service to the south side of campus.
McCook, Hallden and the Austin Arts Center were evacuated,
and the interruption lasted about an hour before service was
restored.

Speculation
Surrounds
•Ic"

ity and the rumors of plots will
probably live on for years to
come. To most, the notion that
el-Batouty could be responsible

was a dialogue based on his own
experiences as a writer, and addressing the problem that a
writer immersed in politics
On Tuesday, Trinity College faces: striking a balance he has
hosted a lecture by Sergio had to strike between writing
Ramirez, former Vice President and other trades such as jourof Nicaragua under the nalism, and in particular,
Sandanista government. Mr. politics.
Ramirez read from his works in
Ramirez discussed his inSpanish at Gallows Hill Book- volvement with the Sandanista
movement with enthusiasm,
store during the afternoon.
The second part of the event wondering aloud what he
was presented as a lecture in would have done if he had been
which Ramirez spoke to a group born too early or too late to take
of students, faculty, and admin- part in the revolution, but alistration assembled in the ways mentioning that he was,
Rittenberg Lounge later on in above all, a writer.
BY ANN O'CONNEU
News Editor

"A writer always has another trade and they
are all dangerous.., do not think that politics
is the most dangerous." - Sergio Ramirez,
former vice president of Nicaragua
the evening.
A faculty panel, comprised of
Professors Dario Euraque and
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, as well as
Maryam Elahi, director of the
Human Rights Program, were
also on hand to participate in
the discussion.
Ramirez's lecture, entitled
"Shared Trades: The Dual Role
of the Writer in Promoting Social Change and Democracy,"

Ramirez spoke about the difficulties in sharing the love for
writing that he had always
possessed with the love of
power and revolution to which
he was introduced while was
fighting with the Sandanistas.
However, the mixed responsibilities produced a conflict
for Ramirez.
He told the audience that for
two years, he was unable to

Costis Stephanopoulos and down the street toward the U.S.
Prime Minister Costas Simitis Embassy, the protesters came
on Saturday during a 24-hour literally face-to-face with the
visit marred by violent anu- police — and die tear g,as
M
ip A
h
"Agrowpof anarchists, who
had
gathered at a nearby rally,
Police estimated that 5,500
protesters, mostly communists, joined the main demonstration
gathered in front of the Parlia- and responded to the police use
ment building in the gathering of tear gas by hurling firedusk of Friday to protest bombs, rocks and marine flares,
Clinton's visit, his policy in smashing storefront windows
Kosovo and U.S. support for the and burning U.S. flags. .
military junta that ruled Greece
until 1974.
Federal Judge
At least 41 people were arAppoints
rested in the downtown clashes,
police said. One man suffered
Mediator In
severe head injuries, and 16 oth-

El-Batouty was a devout Muslim,
and Islam forbids suicide.
FBight 900
Many in Cairo are ready to beCAIRO, Egypt (CNN)- In lieve sinister forces might have
comments Friday, National blown up the plane.
"If it succeeds, it would influTransportation Safety Board
Chairman Jim Hall said pub- • ence the Egyptian economy, belicly for the first time that cause it would be a serious blow
EgyptAir Flight 990 may have against tourism," said Adel
been crashed into the ocean de- Hussein, secretary-general of
liberately. But he criticized the Egyptian Labor Party.
Impatient for answers, Egypnews reports suggesting a copilot might have intentionally tians have drawn their own concrashed the jetliner, killing all clusions.
"The scientific community is
217 on board.
.
"Any so-called verbatim in- saying, 'We have the black box.'
formation you have heard about You have the black box? Then
that recorder is unauthorized — reveal the truth now," Amin
second-, third- or fourth-hand, said. The lack of quick answers
— and as we have seen in some leaves some Egyptians thinking
of the newspapers, headlines that "there's something wrong
with information that is just flat with the American scientific
community—or you are hiding
wrong," Hall said.
Speculation has focused on a something from us."
The NTSB's own rules and an ers were slightly injured.
cockpit voice recorder tape on
The Greek government conwhich a voice reportedly could international aviation treaty
be heard saying, in Arabic, "I signed by the United States and demned the violence, saying
made my decision now." Some Egypt would call for the leader- left-wing extremists taking
officials, quoted anonymously, ship of the probe to be turned cover behind communist probacked away from that inter- over to the FBI if it is clear-a testers were to blame. Police
used tear gas and pepper spray
pretation Saturday: Egypt hopes criminal act is involved.
its experts now in Washington • H e added that speculation to push back the crowd after itr
to help translate the tapes can about words captured on the . advanced upon police, a scene
clarify any confusion. :•.•;.-•• cockpit voice recorder has carried live on local television.
At a state dinner hosted by
"There is an element of cul- "caused pain for the families" of
tural misinterpretation here, the crash victims and "done a President Stephanopoulos,
and that is why it was impor- disservice to the long-standing Clinton said he had come as a
tant for Egyptian experts to be friendship between the people friend to Greece, a country he
on the scene," said Nabil Osman, of theUnitedStatesof America said had stood with the United
;
States in every conflict this cena spokesman for the Cairo gov- andEgypt."
tury. An unnamed US. official
ernment.
said of the demonstrators, the
Officials expect to work
Protesters
president Is certainly not takthrough the weekend trying to
Mar President
ing this personally.",
agree on a transcript of the
Angry at the US. president's
cockpit voice tapes. But the in- Clinton's Visit
leadership
of the NATO assault
tense speculation about saboTo Greece
on Yugoslavia, protesters cartage or pilot suicide has only
ried signs portraying him as a
inflamed conspiracy theories in
ATHENS, Greece (CNN) - murderer and "Butcher of the
Egypt.
For many Egyptians, the in- U.S. President Bill Clinton spent Balkans."
Walking slowly en masse
vestigation has lost its credibil- time with Greek President

Microsoft
Case

NEW YORK (CNN) - A federal judge appointeda mediator
in the Microsoft Corp. antitrust
trial Friday, raising the pros- .
pects for an out-of-court settlement in the company's lengthy
battle with the government.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson named Richard Posner, chief judge of the 7th
Circuit US. Court of Appeals in
Chicago, to handle so-called
"voluntary" negotiations between Microsoft (MSFT) and
the government.
Under the order issued late
Friday, Posner will act as mediator in a private capacity, meaning it is separate from the U.S.
District Court's involvement in
the case. Posner will determine
the schedule and duration of
the negotiations.
Jackson found Microsoft to be
a monopoly in a prelimina ry
ruling in the case earlier this
month. Most antitrust experts
expected Jackson's findings of
fact to stimulate a new round of
settlement discussions between
the two sides.
:
"We look forward to working
with Judge Posner," said Jim
Cullinan, a Microsoft spokesman. "We think this is poten-

write and that had he not forced
himself to write, he would have
lost the ability to do so. The involvement in politics also produced a fear in Ramirez that he
would become a "caudillo," or a
political strong-arm just like the
officials he and his movement
had fought against.
In regard to incorporating the
two trades, Ramirez took a look
at the power structure of the
United States, saying," Writers
have never lived on the White
House second floor."
Addressing the problem of
co-existing with both trades,
Ramirez stressed that he was a
writer first, and also stated, "A
writer always has another trade
and they are all dangerous... do
not think that politics is the
most dangerous."
After the lecture, Ramirez
took questions from the panel
and from the audience. The
subjects addressed ranged from
the magical realism specific to
Latin American writers to the
differences between the revolution in Nicaragua and the revolution in Cuba.
The event is the third in a lecture series presented by the Human Rights Program this
semester. The theme of the program is "Artists and Writers:
Shaping the Social Conscience."
tially a very positive step toward resolving the case."
A Justice Department spokeswoman said the government
•anticipates meeting with
Posner "to discuss a way to address the serious competitive
problems identified in the
court's findings of fact."
In light of the fact that Jackson sided with nearly all of the
government's arguments in his
preliminary findings, federal
prosecutors have indicated they
will seek harsh remedies
against the firm in the likely
event that Jackson rules
Microsoft violated antitrust
laws.
"Microsoft needs a settlement
more than the government,"
Harvey Saferstein, an antitrust
lawyer at Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Jacobson in Los Angeles,
told
CNN.
While both sides have long
maintained that they have been
open to an out-of-court settlement, they have remained far
apart on key issues.
Bill Gates, Microsoft chairman and chief executive officer,
has said any proposed settlement must leave Microsoft free
to add whatever features it
chooses to its Windows operating system.
Jackson's ruling, however,,
provides the government with
ammunition against that
stance.
A cornerstone of the
government's case has been that
Microsoft included the Internet
Explorer Web browser for free
within Windows to thwart a
potential threat to its power
monopoly.
Unless a settlement is
reached first, the government
will file a brief in court on December 6 outlining how to apply antitrust laws to Jackson's
findings of fact, with Microsoft
due to file its responding brief
on January 17.
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Dot UBHIKOIIIIM: WEDIN'T WANT YOUR KUHQIE
GEOFF STF.VF.NS

Features Editor

It all started last Saturday. It's
Homecoming Weekend and I'm
standing outside of the Cave.
I've got my greasy, meaty, rapidly congealing sandwich sitting in my bag and the
Mountain Dew I'msippingon is
putting me in the mood for extreme sports. It being pretty
nice outside, I'm standing outside, watch ing m y friend smoke
a cigarette, when 1 suddenly get
pulled out of the conversation
with my friend, and drafted
into one that a few thirty-something alumni are having with
anyone unfortunate to be
within a 20 yard radiusof them.
"Oh my God! What the hell
happened to the Cave?"
You can always tell an 80s
alumni. Whether it's the vestigial adherence to the tight jeans,
the hair that, at one time, was
definitely blow dried, or their
existence in the no man's land
between young adulthood and
m i dd le- agedness, there is something very distinct about those
alumni who remember Duran
Duran and Depeche Mode. At
any rate, it isn't long before we're
nodding and agreeing with everything they say, inserting a
few carefully timed grunts and
listening to tales of the Cave of
yore, a place where good times
were had, friendships forged,
and, apparently, large parties
thrown and alcohol consumed
during.lu.xich. Looking at these
alumni, something started to
bother me about these older,
more time worn, somehow
more pathetic versions of the
current Trinity students. It
wasn't the insidious gut, the

aforementioned tight jeans or
Canadian passport hairstyle
(shore in front, long in back). It
was the fact that, within these
former students, I could clearly
envision several specific current students. Everything about
Trinity that currently annoys
me was right here in front of me.
They might have had to get a
m iddle management level job to
support their alcohol habit
(which stopped being impressive and became a problem as
they received their diplomas),
but they were the same
schmucks that currently live
here.
Sure enough, throughout the
rest of the night, this campus
was invaded by hordes of these
more deteriorated versions of
the current students. Just like
current students, they looked
less like separate individuals,
and more like one kid who.hap-

style and grace as one has come
to expect from Trinity students.
Perhaps the most disheartening
aspect of this weekend was the
fact that in some of these
alumni I could see myself. As I
returned to my room, I sat,
wishing the room would stay
still, and contemplated the fact
that my time here at this college
was rapidly coming to a close.
Just as had happened with high
school, I will soon transform
from the respected and popular
senior to the irrelevant social liability who nobody really remembers and who, more
importantly, is really out of
place at this party.
As I woke up Sunday morning, 1 realized something. As
much as I pretend to despise
this place, I do really like it here.
As much as I complain, this is
the only time when I will be
able to act the way I do now and

They looked less like separate individuals and more
like one kid who happened upon some sort of
replicator and grew himself a bunch of friends
pened upon some sort of
replicator and grew himself a
bunch of friends in his own
likeness. They walked to the
Tap, spent time at the Tap, and
then walked away (in a somewhat more belabored fashion)
from the Tap. They seemed to
spend the weekend practicing
the same rituals that occupied
them while they were here and
revisiting the same haunts, in
an attempt to find the since lost
youth, that they temeiiaberhav-,
ing thelast time they partook in
these activities. They descended on northern campus,
consuming all the beer in the
land, until there was not more
to be had and left with as much

have it be socially acceptable. I
can sleep until 6 or 7 at night on
the weekends and not think
twice about it. I can, for lack of
sleep, decide to not go to my
campus job and not worry, as it
pays so little that they would
never be able to find a replacement for me. It took a few hours
to finally arrive at a solution for
my problems, but it did happen
as I woke the next day. I'm never
going to leave. I'm going to fail
as many of ray classes as I possibly can while maintaining the
minimum GPA.
1 plan to graduate in 2008
with degrees in History, English, Philosophy, Phys Ed and
maybe spend a semester at
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Top Ten Reasons Why
Thanksgiving Is The
Bestest Holiday There Is
10. Get to eat something besides peanut butter and
jelly when I go home
9. Family togetherness-oriented holiday made all the
more hilarious by alcoholic relatives
8. Great reason to eat excessive amounts of delicious
Stove Top Stuffing
7. Sedating effect of Turkey nicely complemented by
John Madden's commentary
6. Cornbread; Ain't nothin' wrong with that
5. You can eye up that hot cousin of yours that you
never see
4. Charlie Brown cartoon specials offers surreal
touch to day otherwise devoted to such masculine
subjects asgreasyfood and contact sports
3. Good excuse to reenact "Gluttony" scene from
Seven
2. Thanksgiving Day Parade reaffirms mental
concept of most dull programming ever,
1. Get to watch football instead of communicating
with family

Vassar or Wesleyan doing work
in the field of lesbian underwater basket-weaving (thank you,
KL-J) or something. After that,
I wish to continue my work in
the generalized field of BS and
rhetoric... and teach. 1 feel that
this will be the only way that I
will be able to continue living
my beloved lifestyle. I will remain the indispensable employee who can't be fired, no
matter what he does. This is the
conclusion that I have.reached.
Teachers and/professors are the
living examples of people who
have found the loophole to preventing the emotional development that my parents keep
talking about. They are either
not getting paid enough to be

fired without doing something
really outrageous, or.they have
tenure. They work for a few
hours a day, talking to younger
people about subjects irrelevant
outside of academia (at least in
the courses I'm taking) and go
home. Drinking in excess is not
frowned upon if you are a professor. Have you ever been to a
lecture where the Philosophy,
History, or English professors
are present? They're all hammered by the time it's over —just
as content to drink on the
school's dime as are the students
who (until this year, anyway)
packed the Party Barn for some
of that sweet, sweet nectar
known as Milwaukee's Best Premium Lager.

Wow, That's Some Damn Good Turkey!
pilgrims invite their saviors, which the pilgrims and Indians
Squanto and the Indians, to cel- engaged in on that first ThanksFeatures Editor
ebrate and partake of the abun- giving, watching football is
dant harvest of the year. While truly an American pastime.
the historical accuracy may be
Thanksgiving is a holiday
These things - food, family,
dubious, sharing in a tradition and football - are certainly
that gets overlooked. Been shopthat has such far-reaching roots manifestations of the holiday,
ping lately? Already it is hard
is something to think about.
to duck into any store with out
but the true heart of it - found
being bombarded by red, green
Modern traditions have in the name itself - is often overand Christmas carols. The bigevolved and become a part of looked. It is a time for giving
gest shopping day of the year ourcelebrationaswell. lam not thanks. I think this is often limChristmas shopping primarily
sure what time you get up the ited by religious overtones. By
- is the Saturday after Thanksparticular morning, but it is a doing this, though, we loose a lot
pretty good bet that, if not you, of what this time has to give us.
This November holiday is a wonderful one. someone in your household has
As a personal example, we
the television tuned into the have a tradition in my family
Not limited to any religious belief, it is truly Thanksgiving
Day Parade.
what we call a "blessan American holiday. Travel north and you Many local parades have involving
ing basket." Cheesy, possibly,
will discover Canadians baffled by our holiday. stemmed from this one, and we but it provides an opportunity
have incorporated this festivity for self-introspection. The idea
giving, during the Thanksgiv- good time in the semester to into the celebration of theday. I is that everyone who celebrates
ing weekend, 1 do understand have a break; maybe now I'll could point out that the famous with us on Thanksgiving takes
that the plethora of goods to be find time to assure myself that Macy's parade ends with the ar- a moment to write down on a
sold for December celebrations 1 have time to catch up on all my rival of Santa Clause, indicating piece of paper all the things
greatly outweighs the appeal of work before finals sneak up on again how easy it is to see they have accomplished over
Thanksgiving as the kick off of the past year.
chunky chocolate turkeys and me.
dancing pilgrims, but it is still
There is a wider perspective the Christmas season, but I'm
Sometimes anonymously,
unfortunate that Thanksgiving to consider as well. Thanksgivis so overshadowed.
ing is a time to gather together
It is an excuse to prepare and eat absurd
This November holiday is a with people, be it family or
quantities of food, argue over the proper way
wonderful one. Not limited, to friends. It is an excuse to preany religious belief, it is truly an pare and eat absurd quantities
to baste a turkey, and sit around a table
American holiday. Travel north of food, argue over the proper
enjoying
that "family meal."
just a bit, and you will discover way to baste a turkey, and sit
Canadians baffled by our holi- around a table enjoying that
day mood. There are many "family meal" parents seem to not getting into that.
sometimes not, people write
things we should pause and, find so important when teenagInstead look at the other tele- about getting a new job, quitting
well, be thankful for, since this ers want to go out on Saturday vision tradition - Thanksgiving smoking, finding a new pet,
time is set aside for such reflec- nights.
football games - which have passing a math test, or successtions.
Where do we get this tradi- become an integral part of the fully baking Grandma's pumpLooking at it from the per- tion? Doubtless from the story day for many. Possibly stem- kin pie. At times the papers
spective of a college student, I of the first Thanksgiving: the ming again from the games in thank other people specifically
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

am grateful that this is a time
considered significant enough
to cancel classes. (Since Labor
Day did not make the cut, apparently.) Being a freshman,
and specifically one who has
traveled a relatively long distance to get here, 1 am looking
forward to my first trip home. I
will get to see friends, compare
experiences, and spend time
with family. Freshman or senior, though, this is definitely a

for support; others just note the
positive influence of success in
their lives. At the end of the
meal we pass the basket around,
and everyone draws out one
blessing to read aloud.
Yes the experience is very
warm and sappy, and no, it
hardly illustrates a slice of standard daily life. My point is,
though, that the activity forces
me to sit down and reflect for a
moment. This, I am suggesting,
is an important opportunity
that Thanksgiving proves for us.
Coming just before an incredibly busy season - think finals,
end of semester, holiday preparations, dealing with family taking this time to review the
past year, center ourselves, and
roughly outline our plans
through the end of the year
could be the best use of the day.
My suggestion: Before settling
into the afternoon beer-andfootball routine, take fifteen
minutes and consider what, in
the past year, you can give,
thanks for.
!" Michaele'sCoffeeiTfeaCal
I
981 Farmington Ave.
'
I
West Hartford Center
[
|
(860)523-0841
|
I A Coffee Roaster and Cafe Seeking I
Energetic and Reliable
I
Baristas and Counter Help
|
I
Training Available
i
| Opening and Closing Shifts Available to i
' Work Around Busy Student Schedules'
Please Contact Jennifer or Michaele !
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Don't Smoke Crack In My Kitchen -•
You Can Smoke It In Your Own
An Anonymous Article Aimed At The Recent Testimony That Hartford Isn't A Ghetto
The purpose of this article is to inform two sophomores currently enrolled in this institution of an event that
occurred during my career at Trinity
College. In the best traditions of moral
courage, I am acting to correct a mistake which I have witnessed. As sophomores, they have dedicated less than
300 academic days to study at this institution, which does not qualify them
as experts on the subjects of the social
status of Hartford or the economics of
this city. I make the following statement
objectively and impersonally; they
spoke from a position of ignorance. The
experience that I relate is exactly that,
a written statement of events that occurred during my tenancy in a Crescent
Street apartment.
The time and place were spring break
'99 and my Crescent Street apartment.
I don't remember what my roommate
was doing at the time, but he was absent. I was watching a movie when I
heard a knock at the door. T*he person
introduced himself as a friend of my
neighbors' from out of town. Apparently, this person had been locked out,
and my neighbors could not hear the
knocking as their guest attempted to
regain access to their living facilities. I
allowed this unfortunate individual the
use of my telephone, so that my neigh-

it; I'm relatively apathetic to pot smoking. Thus, my train of thought was disconnected and I was unpleasantly
surprised when my guest unrolled a
small, foil-wrapped package of white
crystals.
In a very shocked stupor, I queried

pressed, and Lord Righteous Indignation. Speaking out of orifices of your
body other than your mouth can be
amusing, and I understand that it has
become "trendy" in some circles. However, their "demonstrated ignorance of
the subject of discourse cannot possi-

My silence was a mute testimony to my confusion, as my
mind did not produce any wise guy rebuttals such as
"No thanks, my mom told me not to take crack from
strangers."
my guest as to what they were smoking, and received only a condescending,
"oh-come-on-you-know-what-I'msmoking" expression in return. I was extremely disturbed as my guest filled the
bowl with ash and prepared to load it
with a chunk of snowy goodness. My
silence was a mute testimony to my
confusion, as my mind did not produce
any wise guy rebuttals such as "No
thanks, my mom told me not to take
crack from strangers." My eyes have
taken in some freaky sights over the
years, but none of my prior experiences
had prepared me for the horror that I
was now witnessing. Readers may criticize my lack of courage for not acting,
but in that instant, I completely empa-

bly enable them to make observations
on the economic or social status of
Hartford. However, the issue of
Hartford's current civil status is not my
primary concern; I do not wish to bog
myself down in a discourse of whether
or not Hartford falls into the specified
rejection region for a ghetto or not. All I
wish is to relate an experience. If it al-

A N D R E W PETERSON

However, the issue of Hartford's current civil status is not
1 like to think of myself as socially remy primary concern; 1 do not wish to bog myself down in sponsible.
1 pay my taxes, brake for
a discourse of whether or not Hartford falls into the moose, flush the toilet; I'm a pretty good
p f ^ j f ^ g
fellowstudents, must nowcamera grips
to relate an experience
with the fact that pretty good just isn't
thized with the deer who freezes in the
headlights. I managed to leave the
kitchen before witnessing the vile act;
that was the only action I was capable
of at that particular time. All lingual
ability had sluiced from my brain, English, or any other language, even Gibberish. Who smokes crack besides a few
politicians and public servants, and
maybe a sports figure or two? The answer to that question was standing in
my own kitchen.
Eventually, someone answered the
phone, and this person happily and
very rapidly exited my apartment.
There was no evidence of their arrival
or departure, except for the SNET
phone records, and a head full of mental scars.
My concern is that these two sophomores will be perceived as preaching
from the tops of pedestals, The Defender of the Downtrodden and Op-

Study Abroad
Visiting Students
Summer Session
For more'information:
;
e-mail:
cesp-fafo5#a>lumbia«Ju
Or visit ourXi^ebsite.

good enough any more. I'm not quite sure
how this happened. Somehow, almost
overnight as it were, it was decided that
pretty good guys like me weren't pulling our weight, weren't doing our share.
Flushing the toilet wouldn't cut it anymore. Now, pretty good guys like me
would have to start flushing the crapper
for everybody else.

Study Abroad
• Columbia University in Paris • Berlin Consortium for
German Studies • Summer Program in Italy (Scandiano)
• • Summer Program in Beijing
. . .

Visiting Students
If you need more reasons to lie in NewYork, Columbia
University cm provide them!

At first I didn't see how these activities made anyone the least bit more socially responsible. But, being the pretty
good guy that I am, I decided to give it a
try. I followed around the guys downstairs. When they stumbled past the
bathroom to puke their guts out in the
water fountain, I held back their hair.
When they threw empty beer bottles
out the window, I made sure they were
sorted by color. When they decided to
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CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

time worrying about who's flushing
whose toilet. And about Will Smith;
where does he get off with this whickey-.
whickey-wild-wild-west crap? Where I
ask is the responsibility in that? Surely
there must be some social contract implicit to all servants of the media to at
the very least string together a series of
real and ref lagulent words. Which is exactly what I've done.here. I think my job
is done.
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Summer Session 2000
join us for the 100th anniversary of Columbia's Summer
Session! Its not too early to plan for 2000! Bulletin available
in February—reserve yours today.

beat the hell out of some unsuspecting
freshman, I told them how disappointed
I was and offered my skull instead. It
was the responsible thing to do. And it
hurts. Not so much because of the mandatory poetry readings. Not because of
the constant phone calls from the
., Y/pmext's Center and a disgruntled Will
Smith. Not even because of the brain
hemorrhaging and medical orders that
keep me from sleeping for more than
two hours at a time. Or maybe it is about
the sleep.
Maybe that's what this social responsibility thing needs. If we were all in bed
for fourteen hours a day vomiting and
urinating all over ourselves, pretty good
guys like me could spend more time
braking for those damn moose and less

When they decided to beat the hell out of some unsuspecting freshman,
I told them how disappointed I was and offered my skull instead.
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Off-Campus

The name of the student who submitted this article is being withheld as per
his/ her request, due to the clearly stated
connection with drug use

On The Virtues Of
Social Responsibility
Features Writer

bors could be properly informed that
their guest was waiting in my apartment. I postulate that my neighbors'
music was muffling the sound of any
knocking at the door.
1 offered to let this person remain in
my kitchen and attempt to re-initiate
contact in a few minutes. In return for
my hospitality, my guest inquired if 1
would like to smoke. I gracefully declined the offer, and watched as this
person produced a small homemade
pipe. The pen shaft and aluminum foil
was reminiscent of some of the smoking utensils that I had seen high school
students stashing in their bottom desk
drawers. The subsequent request for an
ash tray was also quite reasonable. At
this point, my attitude was marginally
sympathetic to this person's plight, and
mildly amused that they were about to
smoke marijuana in my home. I have no
major beef with weed, I just don't smoke

ters the mindset of two sophomores at
this college, then I am pleased to know
that it enlightened them.
By no means was any part of this article an attack on student enrolled in
this college. That was never my intention, and in fact, I admire their courage
for being able to "walk down Broad
Street (yes, alone and without a bulletproof vest)," a task so difficult I'm sure
that they may now rank themselves
among a small, elite group of students
who have managed to do so. I also respect the audacity required to "[walk]
home from the Civic Center at midnight." This humble student would
never dare to dream of accomplishing
such amazing feats, and I applaud their
bravado.
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Brian Nanos: How The X-Files
Figure In Your Day To Day Life
BRIAN NANOS

Features Writer

God bless America Online. If it were
not for the great men at AOL, we wouldn't
have Instant Messager. Because of America
Online, millionsofcollegestudentsacross
the nation spend way too much time at
their computers. Now, for those Trinity
students out there who don't know what
AOL Instant Messenger is, what the heck
is wrong with you? What, do you live in a
cave? A box maybe? Stop reading, now.
You are no longer allowed to read this paper.
Ok, so maybe that was a tad bit harsh.
I'm sorry. AOL Instant Messenger is this
program where I write something on my
computer and it shows up on my friend's

puddles were the staples of modern liberal-arts education. Apparently, I was
wrong. Now, I've developed a theory of
why it is that our campus is the only one
that is covered with these obstacles. I
think that there is a campus-wide conspiracy to keep the quality of life of Trinity students down. My first suspicions
came when our school's parties started to
mysteriously disappear. Now, these suspicions are confirmed. There is a top-secret
organization that is conspiring against us.
How did they get here? Why are they
here? How do we defeat them? Like most
top-secret organizations, it is cloaked in
secrecy. In the past, they have been suspected for going to every Party Barn party,
stealing the beer, and replacing it with
soda and pizza. True to X-Files fashion,
though, the evidence was destroyed and

Now, I've developed a theory of why it is that our campus is the only
one that is covered with these obstacles. I think that there is a campuswide conspiracy to keep the quality of life of Trinity students down.
computer. Then, my friend writes some- nothing could be proven. 1 think I have
thing on his computer and it shows up on stumbled upon their newest plan.
They are going to build random buildmine. It's as if we are talking on the phone,
but it's free. Those who have "IMer" know ings all over Trinity College campus.
that having it keeps you at your computer Think about it. Is there anything more
for hours at a time. I think in the future random than the new "admissions buildthere will actually be Senate hearings ing?" When you were deciding which
where we will find out that America schools to apply to, did it you ever think,
Online executives knew all along through "This school might have the best classlab testing that the Instant Messenger is, rooms, but the admissions building at the
in fact, addictive. But, by now I'm way off other school is really nice?" As long as
there is any grass left on campus this top
topic.
The point is that I use my computer to secret organization will find reasons for
talk to my friends who go to other colleges more construction.
and while talking to a friend of mine the
So, as Trinity students, it is our duty to
other day, I made a startling discovery: Not stop them. We must assure that our school
all colleges have giant cranes randomly is a fun place for the future generations of
digging up areas of the campus. Now, Bantams. Each one of you should take it
.maybe my naivete was caused by the fact upon yourself to make the school a fun
v place to "be. If you need me,I'll"beat my1
yy
that giant cranes and huge mud/gravel computer.

Crossword 101
We Gather Together"

40 Greek Island
42 Galway forte

49

50

DOWN

1 Deceased
2 Carter distress country

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

The stork maybe bring children, but
for you, the turkey brings love. You
seem to have walked under the
mistletoe a whole month early cause
this is your week to find and catch
that special someone. In a relationship? I hear Hallmark makes some
pretty snazzy Thanksgiving cards.

CANCER
Your chance is finally here to do
something positive and productive
with your love life! The news you
have been waiting for is on its way
and many things will be revealed to
you soon. You may have to put forward everything you've got to match
your target's dynamic personality,
but if your are successful, the reward
will be more than worth the battle.

AQUARIUS
JAN 2O - Tl£> 18

Wrestling with some hard questions
of the heart? Stop wallowing in your
personalized misery and be proactive by talking to the appropriate
persons. You know who I mean. You
have an amazing ability to persuade
when you choose to use it, but doing
nothing will get you nowhere fast.
Time to utilize that renowned
Aquarian magnetism and conquer
all.

LEO
JUL25-AUG22
It's the end of the semester and you
are exhausted. Rightly so after all
the work you've been doing and issues you've been dealing with over
the past couple months. You.still
have some things'to work through,
but you should use this break to take
some time off. The answers are right
in front of you, but you're not going
to see them unless you step back
from the situation.

\9-MAR20

54

VIRGO
AUG25.-SELIT22
Thanksgiving gatherings are your
chance to bethe life of the party. The
social skills you've picked up at exclusive Trinity functions have perfected
your socialite alter-ego and with all
those new holiday duds you bought,
you've got many new looks to show
off. Flit, flirt, smile, and charm your
way into everyone's hearts now and
reap the benefits at Christmastime.

ill

$1

ARIES
64

62

3 Gentle as a lamb

38 Elmer specialty

4 Deer cousin

40 Comfy:Var.
41 Fish eggs
42 Hot cheese d!sh:Var
45 Between a trot and gallop
47 Delete
48 San Diego player
49 Sprint

outrtry hard

63 Ed Norton's milieu
64 Gives a barf review

Hi"

59

5 Noises
6 Asian vegetables
44"
I dropped R I"
7 Chests
45 Cars
8 Follows admission
46 Affirmatives
9 Saut
48 "it's a
in the glass!" lOAIPacino, e.g.
49 Do one more time
11 Thanksgiving leftover
51 Beach sight
12 Off-Broadway award
52 Pay dirt
13 Cribbage markers
55 Taj-Mahal locale
1a Rips
56 Withdrawal from
22 Favorites
Thanksgiving leftovers 7
23HallofFamerTy
53 Pigeon calls
24 Author Tom
60 Crank the volume
25UV8
61 Pennsylvania lake city
Z6 Texas team member
62 This (Spanish)
27 Grouchy person
43

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN I?
You would do well to follow Sag's
lead. You may think that you can
head home for the holidays and leave
your books behind, but unfortunately for you, the powers upstairs
don't agree. Play as you will, but remember that jobs at McDonald's
don't include a three month summer
break.

Whether we were raised with them
or acquired them on our own later
in life, we all have values for a reason and however they were learned,
they influence both our daily actions and our conscience afterwards.
If you're experiencing pangs, you
might want to consider the source.
Most first offenses are forgivable, but
if this is a reoccurring problem, it
might be time for a change.

21 Baseball's Slaughter
22 Punches

38 Barnyard resident
39 Fen liquid

SAGITTARIUS •£
NOV22-DE.C2I
Turkey Day is approaching fast and
you should be planning ahead. It's
time to put all the knowledge you've
been accumulating to good use as
you start to write your final papers
and prepare for exams. Start early
and you will reap a fine harvest from
your efforts.

PISCES

15 Sculler
16RuWk's_ •i_
17 Thanksgiving chat ?
19 Math class
20 Finish

37 Santa's helper

Goes Home f OR the HoLidays...

Tl£>

14 Plant part

33 Slimy bug
34 Sailors
35 Bdwy. hit sign
36 Attire

22,1999

MoRgaine's
Mtfst icaL Torzot

By Ed Canty

ACROSS
1 Cocktail garnish
SFaculty
.
10 On

23 Scoundrels
24 At what place
26 Cage arid Hanks
29 Before court or point
30 Distant

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - NOVEMBER

28 Thanksgiving gait ?
29 Soda jerk's creations
31 Speak
32 Memos
34 Oozes

By GFR Associates E-Maii: EDC9432@ao!.eoni
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 4«i, ScUenectady, NY 12301

50 Vanities

51 Dell side offering

MAR2!-AfRl?
Visiting the relatives is never an easy
chore. Even if you love them, too
many questions about your major,
your physical appearance, and your
life plans can be exhausting. Tip:
Claim copious amounts of undone
homework and gain brownie points
and privacy at the same time. It
works and it's definitely better than
coming back to Trin in worse shape
than when you left!

LlbRA

j
2 JL

This time of year, we often ponder
the months that have passed and
take stock of what we've acconv
plished and left undone, gained and
lost, learned and forgotten. You
should consider how far you've come
- you have work to do before the ball
falls on this millennium, but have no
worries. You're in a strong position
to finish this round in the lead.

52 Gumbo Ingredient

53 Horse gear
54 Ogles
56 60 Win. network
57 Barcelona cheer
58 DC VIP

Quotable. Quote
"One should eat to Ike,
not live to mt."
,. .Moliere

TAURUS
As usual, you are the organized one
and this Thanksgiving, it will pay
off. Like Sag, you are way ahead of
the academic game, which gives you
time to tune into the Turkey Bowl
AND the Macy's Day Parade. Enjoy
your brief chance to waste time.

5coRno
OCT25-NOV21
Be warned: like Capricorn, you must
decide where your priorities lie for
the last few weeks of school. If you
choose to apply yourself to the things
that matter, you'll be rewarded. If you
continue to screw around, you might
not be quite so pleased with the results.

NOVEMBER
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Chapel Hosts Concert Choir And Brass Ensemble
'"*-

BY SETH TILLMAN

Arts Writer

I didn't know what kind of
music to expect to hear when I
walked into the Chapel this
past Thursday evening for the
Concert Choir's fall concert.
Fall semester of last year, the
choir focused primarily on classical music and afterwards
delved into world music for the
spring semester.
This fall's concert started in
bold fashion with the Funeral
Music for Queen Mary, com-

sic to A ClockworkOrangc. The
march was performed by the
Trinity/Wesleyan College Brass
Ensemble, which features three
Trinity students, and five from
Wesleyan. The number was a
little shaky at first, but was
saved by a soaring French horn.
The remaining vocal movements, "Man that is born of a
woman," "In the midst of life,"
and "Thou knowest Lord," were
filled with powerful solos, especially by the basses and sopranos and featured effective
dynamics.
After the Funeral Music, the

even, however, its brightness
was a good contrast to the darkness of the first number.
"A Repeating Alleluia" was
just that, a vocal piece featuring
a string of allelluias. It was the
one vocal number in the concert that didn't work. It
stretched the range of both the
basses and the sopranos higher
than they could comfortably
sing.
After this weak number, "the
concert finished very strongly.
"Sing Me To Heaven" had a very
pleasant melody and was the
brightest piece in the concert.

"A Repeating Alleluia" was just that, a vocal piece featuring a
string of Allelluias. It was the one vocal number in the concert
that didn't work
posed by Henry Purcell. For
those not familiar with the
works of Purcell, the first movement (march) is immediately
recognizable as the theme mu-

brass ensemble performed two
selections, both variations on
the same theme, "Est ist ein Ros'
Eritsprugen."
This selection was a little un-

"Keep Your Lamps!" started out
with a powerful drum beat.
It was a very deliberate piece,
building to a meaningful climax, with excellent dynamics.

"Ev'ry Time I Feel The Spirit"
featured a solid performance by
the choir and the vocal talents
of Nathaniel Zeitz '00. The solo,
the only one in the entire concert, highlighted Zeitz's impressive vocal ability.
The concert finished with "A
Parting Blessing," followed by

A large part of the success of
the choir this year is also a result of the work of Susan Wiles.
Wiles, who became director last
year, has a very commanding
style of conducting.
Wiles makes each song her
own and the choir does a very
good job of responding to her

Wiles makes each song her own, and the
choir does a very good job of responding
to her cues for dramatic pauses and
dynamics.
an encore performance of "A
Repeating Alleluia."
This time the choir seemed to
be more comfortable performing the piece as they circled up
in front of the stage.
Overall, the evening nicely
displayed the abilities of the
Concert Choir. For the first time
in a while, the Concert Choir is
very well balanced in terms of
male and female singers.

cues for dramatic pauses and
dynamics. Under this leadership, the Concert Choir can look
forward to success in future performances.
See the Concert Choir and the
Trinity/Wesleyan College Brass
Ensemble perform with the
Chapel Singers at Lessons and
Carols on December 5 at 4:30
and 7:30 PM in the Trinity College Chapel.

Students And Faculty Meet For
"Underground" Poetry Reading
BY MICAH COGEN

Arts Writer

Thursday night, at the Underground Coffeehouse, The Writers Associates Program, as well
as the literary magazine,
SCRAWL welcomed Trinity students and members of the faculty to participate in what
poetry readings to be offered.
A small crowd of students
gathered around the surrounding couches of the coffeehouse
at 7:30 where they were treated
to a group of wonderful writers and poets.
The focus of the Thursday
night poetry reading, oddly
named Squeal, was not only to
highlight the works of the
twelve volunteer readers, but
also to create a nonthreatening
environment where both audience and reader could comfortably share an interest, if not a
love for expression.
Authors were offered the opportunity to read in front of the
group, behind a microphone
and a single music stand for
their compositions.
Many readers, however, abandoned the setup, choosing
rather to surround themselves
with the audience, or read without the aid of microphone or
written composition.

separated by a brief intermission in which readers mingled
with friends and were warmly
received with congratulations
from the audience.
Nathaniel Chamberland '02,
the first to read on Thursday,
broke the ice with his highly expressive style that grabbed the
audience and carried them
through three of his selections

roar of applause Griffith received after reading, her words
clearly affected the audience.
After the intermission,
Ashley Burns '00 offered a brief
selection of her short story entitled "A Days Journey."
Although a well-written attention grabbing story, Burns'
selection proved too brief for the
listener to grasp plot and char-

a talent for role-playing in his other, longer selection might
poetry, taking on various char- prove more effective for Burns
acters, in a style that most re- in later readings.
sembled a monologue.
Performance is the only word
In his poem, "It Costs Just as to describe Carole McKeown's
Much to Leave" Chamberlain '01 reading of her poetry.
describes a woman who slowly
Before reading, or acting as it
recognizes her need to become were, McKeown commented
independent of her lover. that she would attempt to
Chamberland's poetry is avail- "bridge the gap" between audiANT
able in the fall edition of ence and poet in order to transProfessor
of
English
Fred
Pfeil
performs
for
the
Underground
form
her
audience
into
active
SCRAWL
Coffeehouse crowd.
As the readings progressed, listeners.
the audience had the opportuMcKeown staged herself so Pfeil's poetry, as well as the po- dreams that today we live.
nity to hear the prose of Patrick that the listeners surrounded etry of many others, would
Visiting Assisstant Professor
Gavin '00, whose commentary her. She then recited two poems have proven more effective had Josh Henkin performed last at
on viewing Trinity College from that invoked elements of humor copies of particular poems been the poetry reading. For his porthe tower of the Chapel chal- mixed with sudden, stark mood available.
tion of the program, Professor
lenged listeners to reconsider changes.
•'. Although this is an acknowb- Henkin read an excerpt from
Her poetry explored the in- edged setback of poetry read- his short story "References
his or her own priorities.
In addition, Shana Grannan fluence of surface appearances ings, surprisingly it did not Available upon Request".
'01 read a brutally honest and and patriarchal traditions in interfere with the mood which
Between the roars of laughter
complex untitled poem con- today's culture.
the readers intended to set.
from the audience conjured by
cerning the cultural image of
As well as student readers,
Assisstant Professor of En- Henkin's cynical wittiness, the
three professors performed dur- glish, Hank Lewis, also per- professor related to his listenbeauty in the Western world.
Tom King's '01 poems ing the poetry reading. Profes- formed three of his own ers the character of a woman
"Wedge" and "Two Cups of Cof- sor of English Fred Pfeil, the first selections. ..
who is a tragic victim of a munfee" emphasized a unique style professorto read, chose threeseLewis' c&mmanding presence dane society.
and deep voice caught the atThe woman is incapable, as a
Seiections ranged from the traditional poetry of Mike Leone '01, tention of the audience and his result of her mundane society,
very smooth style proved to feel content with herself. The
whose style reminisced on Old English forms, to the more modern quick,
both entertaining and quite in- short story proved to be a strong
"hip hop" poetry of Khaiim Kelly'02.
teresting,. Before -Lewis.•began, ending to a very successful
he thanked the staff of night.
. •
Selections ranged from the of expressing detailed observa- lections that demonstrated a SCRAWL for giving him the
During the intermission,
traditional poetry of Mike tions by using the combination beatnik style of poetry. Pfeil at opportunity to "learn from stu- Ashely Burns, whose semester
times combined his poetry with dents."
Leone '01, whose style remi- of fragmented sentences.
at a university in England
An impressed audience re- helped inspire Squeal, comThe most moving reading the musical styling of John
nisced on Old English forms, to
acted strongly to the rhythmi- mented, "I'm surprised how well
the more modern "hip hop" po- during the first forty-five Coltrane.
Before reading "Buddha's nice cally challenging play on this went."
minute segment was a brief but
etry of Khaiim Kelly '02.
Squeal's success last ThursKelly involved the audience genuinely touching poem by Cemetery Contemplations words Lewis exhibited in
day was evident to all who atin hand clapping and hummed Maggie Griffith '02, entitled While Coltrane Plays 'My Fa- "Something^ Got To Give".
The poem addressed confu- tended. Squeal's informal
melodies in an entertaining "Sunday Morning Smell". vorite Things'", Pfeil gave a brief
and effective display of commu- Meaningful beyond words, explanation of Buddha's rec- sions within many arenas, both attitude attracted many first
nity building within the group. Griffith's poem dealt with ommendation that followers social and personal, that de- time readers, suggesting a genTrinity students should not themes like isolation, alcohol, watch the decomposition of a velop as a result of miscommu- eral move to inf luence more apprehensive poets and writers to
be surprised to one day find and a general sense of despair corpse, which Buddha estab- nication between people.
Other examples of Lewis' po- participate in poetry readings.
Kelly's lyrical prose being sold and loneliness. Griffith, thesec- lishes into nine stages, in order
on the shelves of book and ond reader of the evening, was to better understand mortality. etry recognized the root of one's Hopefully soon SCRAWL and
identifiably nervous as she apAlthough the majority of se- .self as being shaped by the men The Writers Associates Prorecord stores.
proached
the
mike.
lections
appeared suitable for and women who had come be- gram will choose to host a series
The reading consisted of two
However, judging by the loud performance style, some of fore and struggled to achieve the of poetry readings.
forty-five minute.segments
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Helix Rises At Seabury 47
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

Earth will have its Hartford
premiere at Cinestudio November 24-30. Watch this
epic film by Deepa Mehta,
which tells the story of the
1947 British partision of India
through the eyes of a twelve
year-old girl. Showtimes are
nightly at 7:30 PM and 2:30
PM on Saturday and Sunday.
See the Lessons & Ensembles Progam Recital at
Goodwin Theater at 3 PM on
December 3. Students from
the Private Lessons and the
Chamber Ensemble program
will perform. Admission is
free.

Take a trip down to the Yale
University Art Gallery and
hear graduate student Joanne
E. Thompson's gallery talk
"All that Glitters: Gems and
Jewelry from the Ancient
Mediterranean" on November 30 at 2PM.
Don't miss iDonde Estas?,
This piece, conceived and directed by Judy Dworin, is a
tribute to the struggle of
mothers of "disappeared" political prisoners in Chile and
Argentina during the 70s and
80s, The piece will be performed December 2-4 at
Garmany Hall, at 8 PM. •..•,.

Last Wednesday, Studio 47
hosted its last performance of
the semester, Helix Rising. This
Boston-based dance company
featured the talents of dancers
and founders Olivier Besson,
Debra Bluth, Rick Brostoff and
musician Peter Jones.
The performance was entirely improvised. The dancers
choreographed themselves as
they went along and Jones either inspired or followed movements with his vast array of
instruments.
It is hard to explain the piece
or describe the dances because
nothing was choreographed
and the dances all flowed one in
the other without breaks. Many
of the movements were fluid
and graceful. Often, the three
climbed and writhed over the
others, contorting their bodies
to move around each other.
Several times Bluth found
herself alone in the center of the
stage. Her solos were quite well
done, but there w^s often the
feeling that they were dragging
on a bit too long and that'she
needed someone to "save" her.
She often fell to a resting position on the ground; by the end
of the piece it seemed as though
this was her signal for "I'm finished. Who's up next?"
There were occasional lulls in
the performance, but this is to
be expected in an entirely improvised performance. How-

ever, for the majority of the time,
the group created some truly
fabulous work.
Some interesting moments
were created by Brostoff and
Besson as they came together in
an animal-like embrace and
then broke apart.
They then crouched and
prowled around the floor, pursuing each other like predators.
Jones helped this foreboding atmosphere with the use of a
gong. The two were then joined
by Bluth. Together, the three
created a human knot. They
stretched out across the dance
space, twisting around each
other.
Jones then broke out an accordion and created an exotic
mood with an Eastern-sounding melody. Bluth whirled
about the floor like a dervish as
the two men stood aside transfixed.
Her amazing energy and creativity were nicely complemented by Jones' extraordinary
simultaneous performance of
the accordion drums, piano,
and tambourine. After this
amazing improvisation, Bluth
fell to the floor and there was a
slight pause.
The two other dancers
seemed to take a while to collect
their thoughts and start again.
Brofstoff broke the silence by
hopping on top of the piano and
twisting and creeping around
its contours.
This move did not prove to
create anything inspiring. The
, music stopped for long pockets

of time and the dance slowed a
bit until Besson joined him amd
the two created an amazing
dance with various stamps and
clasps.
The last section of the dance
was beautiful. All three dancers created a gorgeous picture as
they leaned and moved in each
other. They pulled and curved
their bodies around the others
their costumes created a beautiful rainbow of colors.
Then the music picked up
and as the harmonica sounded,
the signal that the half hour of
performance was up, they all
twirled around, hands towards
the ceiling as the lights came
down and the audience applauded loudly.
After the performance, at a
question and answer session
with the performers, the audience had a chance to ask questions, offer suggestions, and
praise the dancers. .
The audience learned that
even though the performance
was entirely improvised, the
dancers found some structure
within their movements due to
the nature of their dancing and
how they practice.
The somber mood of the performance was also addressed.
The trio laughed and wished
that they had been able to
loosen up and some comedy to
the evening.
However, comedy or no comedy, the audience still enjoyed
this awe inspiring half-hour of
quick-thinking, creativity, and
talented dance.

Trinity Treated To Blues Woman Reanae McNeal
BY ANABEL PEREZ

Arts Writer

Last Wednesday, Trinity College was treated to the inspirational, thought provoking and
emotionally stimulating performance of Reanae McNeal's
one-woman play, Blues Women
Don't Wear No Shoes.

through character sketches and
song. In Blues Women Don't
Wear No Shoes, Reanae presented five different characters:
"Queenie," the "Mother," "Ms.
Rosa," "Dandelion," and the •
"Woman Who Learned To Lift
Her Head." Each represented, at
some level, the pain and suffering African-American women
endure.
,
Queenie's story begins at a rehabilitation center, where she
ended up after havingrun away
from her abusive mother at the
age of thirteen.
After leaving home, Queenie
joins a gang of kids and becomes a drug addict. She realizes while she is on the streets
that there are ugly things that
women must do to survive and

Mother is making dinner and Then a child, she had not underher teenage son is pestering her stood why Parks was disreabout going to the corner mar- spected by the bus driver and
ket. The mother eventually al- the police officer. Ms. Rosa grew
lows him to quickly run over to up to be the first woman to integrate the University of Missisthe store. As soon as her son is out of sippi, but withdrew from school
the door, she hears the screech- because of the taunting and
ing tires of a car, gun shots, and cruelty of her white classmates.
people screaming. She runs outWhile walking away from
side and sees a throng of people the school, she is confronted by
crowding over someone in the an older woman, Rosa Parks,
street. As the Mother pushes her who inspires her to return to
way through the crowd, she re- school. She says, "The more
alizes that the drive-by victim things change, the more things
is her only son.
stay the same."
. She holds her son's body as he
The fourth presentation was
draws his last breath and of Dandelion, the sexually
screams for someone to call the abused young girl who sings so
ambulance. No one calls; the as not to be afraid. After she is
ambulance arrives over forty- raped by her stepfather, she
five minutes after her son dies. stops speaking all-together.

The performance, sponsored
by the Women's Center, attracted a small, but dedicated
crowd. Everyone appeared to
have enjoyed McNeal's spectacular story-telling and amazing songs.
McNeal is an international
performing artist, inspirational
speaker, acclaimed vocalist, and
oral "herstorian." She is also a
visual artist, griotess (storyteller), performance art poet
To her, art is supposed to transform and heal people's Hves...She
and cultural activist and judgsays that her creativity has saved her life on more than one
ing from Wednesday's perforoccasion, has helped her to be stable, and that constantly giving
mance, she excels in each
medium.
birth to new things, like her art, has helped her to heal.
She has been'proudly called
an "Edu-tainer" for her ability she becomes a prostitute. It is She believes that this is due to One night, after everyone had
both to educated and entertain at this point that Queenie real- the fact that, they live in the gone to bed, she goes to the
her .audiences. She is a highly izes that a woman's body must "wrong neighborhood" and are backyard and sees a woman,
sought after••:' inspirational take in a lot of garbage and that the "wrong color." The Mother picking dandelions from the
speaker and'her favorite motto . hers was a garage disposal for screams, "Does anybody care garden.
.
about black boys?" This Mother
is:: "when'we reach our dreams, other people.
The woman named the
we serve our purpose." McNeal
She becomes pregnant and finds empowerment through young girl Dandelion because
has lectured extensively on how after giving birth loses her her grief as a Black mother, hav- she was a survivor. The young
race, sex, and class issues play a child. She is diagnosed as;being, ing lost her son to the senseless girl tells her mother about the
role in the oppression oL HIV positive and realizes that violence that grips the inner tape the following morning and
women, particularly African the world is a hellish place for a cities.
says, "No matter what you do to
American women.
woman. Queenie finally goes to
The next story is that of the me, I'm gonna keep shining my
She is also the recipient of the rehabilitation center where elderly Ms. Rosa that keeps say- face up to the sun."
many awards: Afro-Heart she recognizes that she wants to ing, "Matthew 17:20: If you have
The final presentation was
Award, Women of a Stolen live; she says, "God is us, beauti- faith of a mustard seed, you can that of the Woman Who
Legacy Award, African-Ameri- ful, and we are made in God's say to a mountain 'move!'" Ms. Learned To Lift Her Head. The
- can Women Team Award, image."
Rosa had been on the bus the woman is shunned by her comNAACP Appreciation Award.as
The second character McNeal day that Rosa Parks was ar- munity because she is a victim
well as many others.
presents is of the Mother. This rested for having refused to of domestic violence and feels
McNeal tells her stories moving sketch begins while the giver her seat to a white man. ashamed.

She always walks with her
head to the ground; she knows
what limitations look like. She
had divorced her abuser, but the
chains of her mind will not let
her be free and she is tormented
by his abuse, his insults.
At a gathering of community
women, she finally gets the
courage to look up. She stands
and cries, "my soul got a bruise
on it!" The other women, one by
one, stand up and follow her
lead until all the women at the
gathering are on their feet.
For the first time, the woman
felt that she could heal. Following these characters, Reanae
performs as herself and says,
"Most of the time I'm afraid to
die, but sometimes I'm afraid to
live!" She has experienced
sexual abuse, abortion, shame,
self-rejection, unforgiveness,
rage, domestic abuse, and
sexual assault.
To her, art is supposed to
transform and heal people's live,
not only hers, but others'as well,
She says that her creativity has
saved-her. life on more than one
occasion, has helped her to be
stable, and that constantly giving birth to new thingsjike her
art, has helped her to.heal.
This play is dedicated to those
women who helped raise her.
"They are the women whose
spirits hurt so badly that they
had to create Blues music just to
let the world know. "They are
the women who looked in the
face of all the odds and said,
'Honey 1 ain't going nowhere,
I'm gonna stand here and fight.'
They are the women who took
off their shoes and said a
woman's place is where she
wants to stand."
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The Bone Collector Provides A Thrilling Ride
BY

ZACH PAVA

Arts Writer

In the opening scene of The Bone Collector, forensics detective Lincoln Rhyme
(Denzel Washington) is underground
investigating the remains of a recently
discovered body when a large, metal
beam comes crashing down on him,
leaving him paralyzed from the shoulders down.
Years later, a once-respected, now defeated Rhyme lies strapped in bed in his
New York City apartment, entertained
only by the presence of his cheerful
nurse Thelma (Queen Latifa), until Detective Sellitto (Ed O'Neill) brings him
news of the mysterious death of a
wealthy businessman that intrigues
him.
Rhyme is soon introduced to Amelia
Donaghy, (Angelina Jolie), who initially
discovered the body, with its hand sticking up in the air, with one finger severely

amputated.
Rhyme is instantly captivated by both
her insights as a detective and her astoundingly beautiful looks, both of
which inspire him to demand that she
be put on the case, despite her protests.
She unwillingly begins examining the
clues left behind for her by the "serial
killer," who makes his mark by repeating early nineteenth century crimes
with ancient artifacts. In addition, he
makes a habit of removing bones from
his victims.
The rest of the story follows along in a
fairly cliched manner, with the detectives always remaining a few steps behind the seemingly brilliant, elusive
killer.
However given the overall predictability of the plot outline, the film maintains
WWW.THEBONECOLLECTOR.COM
surprisingly good tension and suspense
from beginning to end. There are many Denzel Washington and Queen Latifa in The Bone Collector.
scenes in which Donaghy finds herself awaits her.
convincing merely by moving his eyes
in sewers, slowly walking, in constant
Director Phillip Noyce does an excel- or his head, instantly allowing the
fear of the gruesome evidence that lent job of developing a disturbingly, ee- viewer to understand exactly what he's
rie atmosphere that ranks on the same ' thinking.
level as that found in The Silence of the
This movie is testament that WashLambs and Seven.
ington is truly one of the greatest actors
Unfortunately, the film's big disap- working today.
The other key performance is Jolie's.
pointment is the ending when the
killer's identity is revealed. His motives She is determined, intense, and very likefor his actions are particularly uncon- able. Let's not also forget the fact that her
vincing.
. . •' . beauty sizzles in the film like no other
Both of the previously mentioned actress has since Catherine Zeta-Jones in
films had far more believable and com- TheMaskofZorro.
plicated killers. However, for the first
Is The Bone Collector Academy Award
hour and forty-five minutes of its two- worthy? Of course not! Some plot points
hour running time, The Bone Collector are laughable, like the moment when
delivers thrills and chills, and while it Donaghy miraculously discovers a book
may occasionally insult one's intelli- that spells out exactly what the killer is
gence, it is never boring.
going to do next.
'
However, accomplished direction,
The performances of the two leads
provided additional aid to the film. credible performances, and good susWashington dominates the film, an pense make this film far better than the
amazing feat given that his character re- average genre film. It's not for the squeaAVV.TH'-rtONELO'.-LE'.rri'l CO.vt
mains immobile throughout the film's mish, but it's for absolutely anyone else
»who-hopes merely to be entertained.
>-makes-Rhyme

Festival Services of the
Lessons and Carols of Christmas

Dorft Mfesf Taking
Leave At Studio 19

Sunday, December 5,1999
4:30 pan., repeated at 7:30 p,m.

The Chapel Singers
The Concert Choir
Trinity/Wesleyan
Brass Ensemble,
Senior Nora Matthews directs Taking Leave.
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Around
Trinity
Vent Your Anger!!!
It wasn't a Wednesday lunch session
in Mather for students to voice their concerns, but that didn't stop one student
from voicing his in a truly epic display
of discontent. During dinner earlier this
week, this student ripped the shirt from
his body, leapt boldly onto a table occupied by several females whom he did not
know, and began to scream "Herzberger
is oppressing me! The administration is
running my life!!!" Oh, the rippling
musclesand the bloodcurdling cries were
enough to strike a cord in AT's heart that
normally only Hercules and Xena can
reach. Apparently, the same cord was
struck in the hearts of the maidens whose
table our hero's feet graced. After his rant,
the student got off the table, gathered his
shirt, and proceeded to dine with the
girls, presumably discussing the finer
points of his discontent with them. It just
goes to show, if you really need to pick
up chicks, just read your mythology. It
helps.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - NOVEMBER 22,1999

LECTURES

PERFORMANCE

Honk If You Love Buddha

Studio 19 New Play Series

On December 3, the Asian Studies and International
Studies Departments present a new documentary on
Asian-Americans in America: "My America... Or Honk
If You Love Buddha." This is an intoxicating and irreverent look at this rapidly growing minority group, presented in a style reminiscent of Lawrence Furlenghetti.
Filmmaker Renee Tajima-Pene will be on campus to
discuss her work at a reception in McCook Auditorium
at 4:30 PM.

The Studio 19 New Play Series continues on Monday,
November 22 with a performance of Taking Leuve.
Written by Kat Carlman of the Trinity Graduate Studies Program and directed by Nora Matthews '00, this is
an emotionally demanding piece that tells the story of
two sisters' attempts to lead "normal" lives despite their
mother's on going struggle with manic depression. Presented by the Department of Theater and Dance, this
series showcases new plays created by students in Professor Arthur Feinsod's play writing classes. There will
be showings of Tailing Leave at 4:15 PM and 8:00 PM.
Admission is free and no ticket is required.

Parasitic Manipulation?
On December 6, TCCTR presents the latest in its Trinity Seminar series, "The Voice From Within: How Parasites Manipulate the Behaviors of Their Hosts." The
lecture will be delivered by guest speaker Prof. Shelley
Adamo of the Psychology Department of Dalhousie
University. The presentation will begin at 4:15 in the
Reese Room of the Smith House, and a reception will
follow in the Mason Room.

Titanic at the Bushnell
The amazing Tony Award-winning musical Titanic
will make its maiden voyage to the Bushnell November 23 through November 28 as part of the Aetna Broadway Series. Chronologically following the voyage of the
famous ocean-liner, the show begins with the Titanic's
launching at Northampton, and ends with the survivors on the Carpathia. Tickets are available now at the
Bushnell Box Office. For more information, please call
(860)987-5900.

Lunch Series
On Thursday, December 2, the Women's Center will
present the latest discussion in their Lunch Series. Helen
Raisz, Visi ting Lecturer in Sociology, and Associate Professor Gitte Shultz, of the Political Science Department,
will lead the discussion entitled "Globalization, Women,
and WILPF (Womens International League of Peace and
Freedom)." The discussion will be held in the Women's
Center Lounge at 12:30 PM. Please bring a brown bag
lunch; coffee, cookies, and fruit will be provided. For
further information, please call the Women's Center at
(860)297-2408.

Festival of Lessons and Carols
On Saturday, December 4, Immanuel Congregational
Church will present Carols and Lullabies of the American Southwest, by Conrad Susa, as a part of its annual
Festival of Lessons and Carols. The forty voice Chancel Choir, directed by Larry Allen, will be accompanied
by Susan Knapp Thomas on harp, Richard Provost on
guitar, and Chris Vandall on marimba. The carols are
sung in both English and Spanish and bring a new flavor to the traditional nativity story. The Festival of Lessons and Carols service will be held at the Immanuel
Congregational Church, 10 Woodland Street in Hartford. Donations will be received; the concert is open to
all. For further information, call the Immanuel Congregational Church at (860) 527-8121.

Paving Paradise
AT has been inconvenienced by having to skirt construction sites while just
trying to get to class. We have been skeptical about the permanence of the "temporary" parking lot outside of Hansen.
We have also wept for the campus trees
sacrificed for the greater good. But AT has
not had the courage to stand up and do
what one student did on Friday afternoon. While traversing the campus in an
attempt to get from one side to the other
without running into oversized Tonka
trucks, AT ran into a lone football player
walking in the vicinity of the new admissions site with a big white boombox playing Jorii Mitchell's "Big Yellow Taxi."
(YES, you know that song. It's the one that
goes "They paved paradise and put up a
parking lot." The one that Sheryl Crow
remade, Good.) While this man was possibly the most bored-looking protester AT
has ever seen, he was the first sign of activism we have seen since the... um... well...
anyways, kudos to him for taking matters
into his own beefy hands.

SET-WHEN 5ORDE.RS
AND 5E.YOND 5OUNDARIL5
AN EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY DANA
REYNOLDS ROCK'00

MATHER ARTSPACE
Please join the artist at the opening reception on
Wednesday, December 1 at 4:00 PM in the Artspace,
2nd floor of Mather Hall.. •.
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Mon, Tue, Nov. 22,23

7:30 PM

(US, Cuba, 1999) Directed by Wim Wenders. Featuring: Compay Segundo, Eliades Ochoa, Ry Cooder, Ibrahim Ferrer,
Ruben Gonzalez, In the 40 odd years since the Cold War, the U.S. has been cut off from the people (and music) of Cuba.
Helping to break down the walls, German director Wim Wenders (Paris, Texas, The American Friend), has made an
amazing film that gives a sample of what we've been missing! Buena Vista Social Club takes its name from a CD made
by Ry Cooder, who went to Cuba to record a group of mostly forgotten musicians. The film not only recreates that
search, it gets onto film performances by legends like 90 year-old pianist Rueben Gonzalez, and 77 year-old singer
Compay Segundo. An amazing journey from the back streets of Havana to Carnegie Hall, back by popular demand! 96
min,'

.

EARTH

They're Still Up There
OK, AT ishavingaslow week. Where
are you drunken idiots when we need
you? You aren't living up to AT's expectations. Speaking of not living up to expectations, you people who have been
stealing construction signs, why haven't
you taken those black lace panties off the
Cook arch yet??? They've been there for a
month and a half already. They were up
there for parents' weekend; they were up
there for Homecoming. Your parents
have even walked under them. Does this
not disturb you? Please, PLEASE exercise
your kleptomaniac tendencies and snag
them. I'm sure that they'd look just as impressive on your wall as that Admission
Building Plan sign. Maybe more so.
Maybe they wouldn't be on your wall, but
that's your business, not AT's. Lord knows,
B&G is not going to take those things
down.

.

The Shiloh Baptist Church needs food for its
Thanksgiving Day Soup Kitchen. Please help by
donating any of the following items:
Corn, sweet potatoes, cranberry sauce, green
beans, cream of mushroom soup, fried onions (all
in cans), Stove Top Stuffing, potatoes (in 51b. bags)
and medium sized squash.
Donations will be collected from McCook 201 at
2:30 PM on Tuesday, November 23. If you have any
questions, please call (860) 297-2472.

CINESTUDIO

A Private Moment...Almost
AT has to give a big thumbs up to Saturday night's Cook Arch Romeo.
Granted he was doing a bit better than AT,
but since when has that stopped us from
being critical? Normally we recommend
a dorm room, or for tha t matter, even the
backseat of a car for these touching moments. Okay, so you choose to disregard
these more common venues and use the
Cook Arch as your romantic hideaway.
AT just asks that you don't wave at passing females over your date's shoulder. At
this point, you're not impressing anyone...
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Wed, Thu, Fri, Nov. 24,25,26 7:30 PM
Sat, Sun, Nov. 27,28 2:30 PM, 7:30 PM
Mori, Tue ,Nov. 29,30
7:30 PM

(India, 1999) Written and directed by Deepa Mehta, based on "Cracking India" by Bapsi Sidwa. Cast: Aamir Khan,
NanditaDas.Maia Sethna. Cinestudio presents a special one week engagement of the Hartford premiere of Earth, the
new epic film by Deepa Mehta. Although Mehta grew up in Canada, her parents fled India during the tumultuous time
of the 1947 partition, when Britain divided their colony into Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan. Earth masterfully recreates this outbreak of madness through the sensitive eyes and ears of a 12 year-old girl named Lenny, whose privileged
family tries to shield her from the brewing violence. Don't miss this astounding film on ttje.devasta.ting consequences
of colonialism, which can still be felt in India today, "a powerful and disturbing reminder of how a civilization can
suddenly crack." Stephen Holden, New York Times 99 min,
/.
'-''•"•.':'.
'

TRICK

Fri, Sat Nov. 26,27

^:40PM

(1999) Directed by Jim Fall. Written byjason Shafer Cast: Christian Campbell, Brad Beyer, Tori Spelling, Clinton Leupp.
Most movies made in New York City focus their lenses on the extremes; its either the palatial penthouses of Woody
Allen or Fort Apache in the Bronx. Trick finally gets it right, from the cramped apartments to the elusive dreams of ,
success. Gabriel is an aspiring Broadway musical composer who falls in love at first sight with a dub boy named Mark.
In a end-of-millennium twist on a Doris Day and Rock Hudson comedy, the two lovers just can't find a place to get it on!
Stepping in the way of their rendezvous are a straight roommate, a drag queen named Miss Coco Peru, and Tori Spelling
as a tap-dancing actress who harbors the hots for Gabriel. 90 min.
.

Compiledby Christine UcCarthy-UcMorris
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That Vodou That You Do So Well-

Scrawl: The Sequel

Austin Arts Center unveiled its latest Widner Gallery exhibit, Haitian Vodou Flags, on Monday, November 1. This vivid exhibition of beautifully beaded,
embroidered, and sequined Haitian vodou flags is inspired by the sacred beliefs of the spiritual world of
vodou. The collection features the brilliant work of artist George Valris as well as many other anonymous
pieces. The Widner Gallery is open daily from 1:00 PM
to 6:00 PM; admission is free. The exhibit will be on display through Friday, December 10. For more information, please contact the Austin Arts Center Box Office
at (860) 297-2199.

Friday, December 3
8:00 PM-Winter Ball
St. Anthony's Hall will host its annual
winter formal at the Goodwin Hotel.
Tickets will'go on sale in Mather Hall at
noon on Monday, November 22 at 12:00
PM. For further information and dates of
other ticket sales, visit the St. Anthony's
Hall website at www.stanthonyhall.com.

Scrawl, the Trinity College Literary Magazine,
wants your submissions of fiction, poetry, photography, and artwork. Fiction pieces must be no more
than 2,000 words long, and Times New Roman 12point font is preferred. All photography and artwork must be in 8.5 x 11" format. To submit writing
by e-mail, attach documents to an e-mail body and
send to thomas.king@mail.trincoll.edu or
james.salmon@mail.trincoll.edu. To submit photography or artwork, please bring it to Jane Decatur's
office in the Writing Center on Vernon St.., Room
308. Please keep a personal copy of all works submitted.

Few, But Roses

Monday, November 22

Poetry on a National Scale

The Watkinson Library presents its latest exhibit
Few, But Roses, a collection of fine printing of classical
Greco-Roman works from the 20th century. The printing examples to be displayed come from America and
abroad, featuring the beautiful work of such presses as
the Ashendene Press in Chelsea, England and the
Gehanna Press in Northampton, Massachusetts. This
extensive exhibit covers printed works from 1901 to
1973. The Watkinson Library is open Monday through
Friday, 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM. The Few, But Roses exhibit
will be on display through January 2000. For more information, please contact Alesandra Schmidt
Woodhouse, the Associate Curator of the Watkinson
Library at (860) 297-2267.

Chapel Happenings

Poems are now being accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum's new Poetic Achievement
Awards poetry contest. Cash prizes totalling $1,000 will
be awarded, including a $500 grand prize. The contest
is free to enter. Poets may enter one poem only of 20
lines or fewer on any subject, in any style. Al 1 published
poets will receive a year's subscription to the
Sparrowgrass Poetry Newsletter. Poems entered in the
contest will be considered for the upcoming publication, Treasured PoemsojAmerica.The contest will close
November 30. Winners will be notified on January 31,
2000, Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum, Dept. J, 609 Main St, PO Box 193, Sistersville, WV
26175.

515 PM: Evening Reflections - Friendship Chapel
Hosted by the Chaplain

Tuesday, November 23
515 PM:

Evening Reflections-Friendship Chapel
Hosted by interVarsity Christian Fellowship
8:15 PM: Lectio Divina - Interfaith House

Wednesday, November 24 Sunday, November 28
Chapel will be closed for the Thanksgiving holiday
No services will be held

Monday, November 29

The Art of Patrick Caulf ield

Student Composer Competition

The Yale Center for British Art proudly presents a
retrospective exhibit of the work of Patrick Caulfield.
Caul field was a leading spirit of a galaxy of gifted and
idiosyncratic artists of London in the swinging sixties.
Characterized early in his career as an English pop
painter, he developed over the last twenty years into a
magisterial, if austere, painter of modern life. Sharply
drawn in clear outline and brilliantly colored,
Caulfield's paintings describe an urbanized world that
is devoid of people; nobody waits in his monumental
architectural entrance courts, and no patrons crowd his
foyers. This important retrospective exhibit was organized by the British Council and the Hayward Gallery
and has toured London, Lisbon, and Luxembourg. For
more information on this exhibit, please contact the

Entries are now being accepted for the 48th Annual
BMI Student Composer Competition Award. The Student Composer Awards, sponsored by the BMI Foundation, were established in 1951 to encourage young
composers in the creation of serious music and, through
cash prizes, to aid in continuing their musical education. There are no limitations as to instrumentation,
style, or length of work submitted. The prizes, ranging
from $500 to $5000, will be awarded at the discretion
of the final judging panel. The competition is open to
everyone who will be under 26 years of age on December 31,1999. The postmark deadline for entries is Friday, February 11, 2000. For official rules and entry
forms, please write to Ralph N Jackson, Director, BMI
"f^^m^m§0S«»mtm^^X)^WSr'57ih
Street, New
fork, NY, 10019, or send e-mail to classical@bmi.com.

Now

5:15 PM: Evening Reflections - Friendship Chapel
Hosted by the Chaplain

Tuesday, November 30
5:15 PM: Evening Reflections'- Friendship Chapel
Hosted by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
815 PM: Lectio Divina - Interfaith House

Wednesday, December 1
12:00 PM: Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
;
5:00 PM: Carillon Lessons
.:
5:15 PM: Evening Reflections -Crypt Chapel .
Hosted by the Chaplain

Thursday; Decembers
5:15 PM: Evening Reflections - Friendship Chapel
Hbsted by the Catholic Campus Ministry
6:30 PM: Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
9:00 PM: InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meeting
Meeting will be held in Mather Hall

Friday, December 3
12:45 PM: Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
5:30 PM: Shabbat Service and dinner - Hillel House

Saturday, December 4
515 PM: Praise and Worship with the Gospel Choir

Elm Cinema - New Britain Ave.

Sunday, December 5
4:30 PM: Rosary Service - Crypt Chapel
12:00 PM: Roman Catholic Mass - Friendship Chapel
4:30 PM: Lessons & Carols Service - Main Chapel
(This service will be repeated at 7:30 PM.)

General Admission - $3.50
Fight Club- 7:00,9:30 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills
General Admission- $8,25
American Beauty -1:25,3:55,7:00,9:35 PM
'
The Bachelor-1:05,3:25,5:25,7:55,1010 PM
The Bone Collector-1:15,4:00,7:15,9:55,10:00 PM
.Dogma-1:20,4:15,7:20,10:00 PM'-.-.
• '
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GLASSIFIEDS
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!

•

Double Jeopardy - 12:35,2:55,5:20,7:50,10:05 PM
House on Haunted Hill - 9:30 PM
' 1-,, ''.
iThe.Insider-L230,3:45,,7:QC)PM,,;: • !,,-.;•;
'. The Messenger; The Story of Joan of Arc,-12:45,3:50,7:10 PM
Music Of trie Heart -1:35;4:20PM /U>•;•.••.•;
Pokemon: The First Movie. \10:45 .AM; nooryipO,1:00,2:15,2:45,4:30,5:00,5:30,6:45,7:15,7:45,8:50 PM
t h e Sixth Sense -12:40,3:15! 5:4O,"K)6,10:20' PM
Sleepy Hollow-10:45,11:15 AM, 1:30,2:00,4:15,4:45,7:15,7:45,9:55,10:25 PM ,. ;
...
The World is Not Enough -10:30,11:00 AM, 1:15; 1:45,4:00,4:30,^:45,715,7:45,9:30,10:00,10:30 PM . •

Students earn $375/$575 weekly
processing/assembling medical ID
cards from your home.
Experience unnecessairf»
*
^ train you!

'

^

:

; j ' i l d

(514)386-5290, ext. 300;
. •;<•;, r ; ':•... ':i|-;V7

:
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.:.; .. •;.•:: , \' Showcase.Cine|[ria&-;SilyerXane',".. W.'-.'
. •••• - . . . -

General Admission-$8.00

;

•

\
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Anywhere But Here - 11:20AM, 1:50,4:25,7:05,9:25 PM
'•TheBachelor -11:05AM,^0,PM':; vv,,-f , ; r :
The Best Man - 10:50AM, 1:25,3:55,7:05,9:40 PM
Blue Streak - 9 : 2 0 P M , . , , ; . . ,

,
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.

,

.

.

•-.,..•••

,•••••.

The Bone Collector-1110 AM, 1:40,4:20,7:20,10:05 PM ,
. .
Dogma-10:55 AM, 1:35,4:10,7:20,10:00 PM
......
House on Haunted Hill -3:30,7:10,9:30 PM
The Insider -10:40 AM, 1:50,4:55,8:00 PM
Light It Up -10:50 AM, 1:00,3:05,5:10,7:25,9:35 PM
The Messenger: The Story of Joan of Arc - noon, 3:00,610,9:10 PM
Pokemon- The First Movie -10:35,11:15 AM, 12:45,110,2:50,3:15,5:00,5:20,710,7:40, 9:50 PM
Sleepy Hollow -10:45,11:15 AM, 1:30,2:00,4:15,4:45,7:15,7:45,9:55,10:25 PM
The World is Not Enough -10:30,11:00 AM, 1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30,7:00,7:30,9:45,10:15 PM

Immaculate Conception Shelter,. Hartford Interval
House, & Peter's Retreat need your donations of blankets,
coats, and winter clothing. Socks, linens, and unopened
toiletries are also needed. A pizza party will be held for
the dorm with the most donations. Bring back your old
winter stuff after Thanksgiving and Praxis will come and
collect it on December 5 starting at 2:00 PM.

SPECIAL!!
Large Cheese Pizza

495 Farmington Avenue

kber anywhere in Vest Euiiford or Eurtfori Monday 3

888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Use your charge card
Ml)

We deliver slices and cigarettes
Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust• Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust * X-Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
Cheese
$ 7.50......
Veggie
....$10.00...
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
.$10.50...,
Additional Toppings
$ .50

Sicilian
,..$13.00
...$18.50
..$20.00
...$ 1.50

•X-Large
.$12.00...
,$17.50...
,$19.00...
.$ 1.50...

$ 9.85
,..$14.85
$15.85
$ 1.00

TOPPINGS; Pepperronj, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, While, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Oiives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmicjiana
Eggplant Parmigiana ............„.„.„•.....„
Meatball P a r r ^ ^
Veal Parmigiana,
Sausage Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
, ,
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese
PeppejPoni.& Cheese
Salami & Cheess

Calzone
each additional filling....

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

,

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

$8.25
$7.45
$5.15
*.....„.. $545

$5.15
..$5.15
,,...,...,...$5.40
,
$5.15
$5,15
$5.15.

Chicken Sandwich & Cheese

$5.65

Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
8LT & Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese,
„ ,

$6.00$4.25
,.........,....$4.90

served w/gariic bread w/cheese
Lasagna •'Manicotti * Ravioli * Stuffed Shells
. $6.30 (with Meat-$1.00 extra)

I'IMI

APPETIZERS
Chicken Fingers...,

Mozzareila Sticks
Onion Rings.

.,

French Fries
Cheese Fries.,,....

,
, .,....(7)for$4.75
., .;...„...;........*....... ....$3.20

..„...„•„.„.

Fried Dough,
'Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips.......

for $2.50
for $2.50
$1.85
$2.40
......$ .50

..,.....„.„•

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad

,

Tuna Salad.................„.„
Extra Dressing

,......,,......_ $2,65
..$3.70

..............

SALADS

,

$4.05
$5.75

,

,.....$5.75

,

....,$ ,50

DRESSINGS; Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS

Triple Chocolate Cake

SODAS (one liter)

>m mm mm

m wm »*m

$3,25

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

I "^*** AIIJ l/aigf: FI1Z4 UiCI«prs
*•• ptmni .wupon
- -- Cwpen smnnci..fe*combfewt
>,.
Must

...........$1.60

mm mm

Orier of tlffiD DOUGH FREE Order of GARLIC BRR*/.

, Must pf«8nl«otipoa- Coupon cannot be combined,

(6 for $5.75
12
(12

Buffalo Tenders
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide).,,,..,.,

AH prices do not include tax,

f With.AWL&T&6FlllSUFuG?
*

.....$4.90
$ .50

I

$2JO OFF

Any Large Pfe
Sicilian f i m

^

'Large Cheese Piz^a $5.00-

FREE LITER OF SODA
•with Any Large Pizza Order ?
•
•

\

L

Hurt prswiit coupon'Coupon cannotb«combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering,
mm mm mm sass M

MM mmm tmm K M m«m

*

Musi fxsissrt coupon • Coupon esrmottowra&lmKf..

Mas! menion coupwt bafani orttering
mmi *sa» tmm mm mm mum mom mss ®s$m

1

with purchase of any

large pizza

I

Musi p r « n t smpm • Coupon ewnot be combined.
«w mm mm mm mm mm mm*mw mm H J
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Trinity Sports Preview Continued: Winter 1999
Put Your Snow Shoes On. Here Is The Last Installment Of Tripod Sports' Winter Sports Preview
BY DAVID KINGSLEY

Director of Sports Information

Wrestling:
After posting a second consecutive
winning dual season at 12-9 and a bestever fifth-place finish at the New England Championships, the Trinity
College wrestling team, under the direction of Head Coach Sebby Amato (14th
season), returns an outstanding core of
wrestlers, including six All-New England performers. The program's recent
success has yielded benefits in recruitment, as Trinity boasts a talented incoming freshman class to. complement 14
veterans in 1999-2000.
Leading the way on the wrestling
team will be co-captains Tim Barrett and
Steve Mulvihill. Barrett, a fifth-year senior, finished third at the New England
Championships at 174 lbs. in 1997-98
before sitting out last season with an injury. Mulvihill, a junior, had a great year
at 197 lbs. He finished second in New
England, and qualified for the National
Championships as an alternate.
Five other juniors are also eager to
build on solid sophomore campaigns,
especially All-New England wrestlers
Mike Marcucio, Ted Govola, and Riad
deFreitas. Marcucio, who has the most
wins on the team over the past two seasons, and Govola combined for a 45-19
record at 133 lbs. and 165 lbs., respectively. Marcucio placed fourth at the New
England Championships for the second
straight season, while Govola notched
his first All-New England performance,
also placing fourth. DeFreitas went 2217, with nine pins, and placed fifth in
New England in the 141-lb. class.
Senior Jeff Iudice also was an All-New
Ep

his first season on the team. Also a star three in the New England Conference,
linebacker for the Trinity football squad, and to continue to qualify wrestlers for
Iudice finished fifth at the Champion- Nationals, something we've done six
ships at 184 lbs. Senior heavyweight Pe- times in the last eight seasons."
ter Marino and senior Dan Hughes lead
a long list of other experienced veterans. Women's Basketball:
Marino has developed steadily, posting
With a solid core of experienced vetan 11-9 mark last season at 275 lbs., while erans and the addition of several talHughes came back from a semester ented newcomers, the 1999-2000 Trinity
abroad to record a 13-8 mark at 125 lbs. College women's basketball team will

The Trinity Wrestling team gets ready for battle this season.

Junior Oliver Page and sophomores
Matt Banas, Tom Chew, and Noah Cox all
hope to build upon promising early careers in the middle-weight classes. Other
returning starters include senior Cory
Madera and junior Eric Gibson. Both are
accomplished wrestlers who return to
the team after a year's hiatus.
With its team finishing in the top five
in the New England College Conference
Wrestling Association Championships,
the Trinity coaching staff is eagerly
awaiting the coming year. "We have
made it to the point where we can compete with anybody at all the weight
classes," explains Amato. "We have two

WWW.TR1NCOLL.EDU

look to continue its winning tradition.
Head Coach Maureen Pine enters her
13th season with an abundance of optimism for the coming year.
Leading the way will be senior forward Gretchen MacColl (Portland, OR)
and sophomore guard/forward Jillian
Liese (Wethersfield, CT). MacColl returns to the Bantams after studying
abroad in 1999. During MacColl's last full
season (1997-98), she earned AllNESCAC honors, leading the league in
rebounding (10.1 rpg) and finishing second in scoring(18.1 ppg). Liese had a
spectacular freshman season, pacing the
Bantams in scoring (14.3 ppg), rebound)(and-steals

CHEESE PIZZA

SIDE ORDERS

U" Medium $7.50
16" Large $9.50
Additional Toppings: $.50 on med, $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricolla

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperora
spinach

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)
MOZIARELLA STICKS (8) .
CHICKEN riNGERS ..(10)
GVRO ,
6ARUC BREAD
(16*)
FRIES
OWS
•..

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomaioes

SHEET FAN PIZZA

HOUSE SPECIAL , . . . MED Si0.00 . URGE $15.00
Sausage, mealball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers,

Additional toppings S2.00 each
* * 4 HOURS NOTICE PIEASEK

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

GRINDERS
. . . . . . S7.5Q
. . , , . . $7.50
S7.5Q
,
S7.SQ
57,50
;
S7.SQ
$7.50
S7.50
S9.00
$7,50
S8.50
. . . . . . S8.S0
$8.50
$7.50
S7.50
$7.50
S7.50
S9.S8

SALADS,
CHEF S A I A D
•
Ham. turkey, choose, lettuce; tomatoes, cucumbers,
gtean peppers.and oiivss.

55.50

ANWASTO
,.•:
Saiami, pepperoni, cheese,, mushrooms, eggpianl,
cucumbers, o!i»es. green peppers and isltuce.

SS50

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM

**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

1%; Zke %e$t (PizzafatZ k <%e$t (Price I
| COMBO SPECIAL
•-;-:Lmg6Chee&-.;.; lOWitigs.V,.'"
- 2 liter Soda:

| B«Y « large Choem j
t •.Wh | P»l&PPta?: i
*• And Get A Second-.*
i " large Cihees* For* J

M

•2JHTQFF i
Irirge
CkeesePfesw
" ••'

FREE

' 2UTEHSODA
* WithilnyLcuge
I " C h e s s © "Pizza
ii&iiMiatAaMHMaaiMaiiMKi

"

*-"'Glcmi Grinder

TtiNASALAD . . . , , . . .
•
• $495
tuna, Saituca, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
CRUKSALAD
Fata cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.

:...,

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.25
$3.00
$1.99
$.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

.,.$3,75
COOKED SAIAM)
. . $3.75
PASTRAMI
. ..S3.75
GENOA .
, . . S3.75
HAM
,
..,$3,75
TURKEY
...$3.75
PEPPERON1
...S3.75
ROAST BEET
...S3.75
TUNA . , . . : ,
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . . ...$4.50
EGGPLANT PARMICiANA , ..,33.75
CHICKEN PARMIGJANA . . ..,$4,25
...S4.25
CH1CKSN CUTLET
,., S4.25
STIAK'CHEESE
...S3.75
MEATBALLS
,
.,
...33.75
SAUSAGE
,. $3 75
B.L.T,
,..3375
VEGGIE/CHEESE ,
,.,S4.99
ITALIAN

(2.1 spg). Liese was named MVP by her
teammates and was honored as the
NESCAC Rookie of the Year.
The Bantams also return senior starters Megan Shutte (AUentown, PA) and
Caitlin Luz (Woburn, PA). Shutte, a
guard, possesses the strength and ability
to take defenders to the hoop. Luz is a
bruiser in the post who averaged 7,5
points and 6.3 rebounds per contest. She
also took almost two charges per game.
Other' top veterans include sophomores Bridget Dullea (Longmeadow,
MA), Alison Hadden (Drexel Hill, PA),
and Kate Toman (Mission Viejo, CA).
Dullea is a versatile swing player who
can hit the outside shot, take it to the
basket, and score down low. Hadden, a
quick-shooting guard, can also bury the
three-pointer or take her opponent off
the dribble. Toman plays both forward
spots and has a soft touch from the outside.
Not to be overlooked are returning senior center Harleigh Leach (Galway, NY)
and sophomores Angela landoli
(Worcester, MA) and McKenzie Corby
(Bethel, CT). Leach, a 6-2 senior, has improved steadily over the last two years,
and made significant contributions toward the end of 1998-99. landoli is a solid
athlete who will provide depth in the
paint, while Corby is lightning quick
guard with a nose for the hoop.
Coach Pine welcomes three newcomers, all of whom will be counted upon to
make an immediate impact. Junior
transfer Jackie Siscone (Haddonfield, NJ)
has two years of Division 1 experience,
and will be a major factor at point guard.
Forward Kate McCloskey (Uxbridge,
MA) brings a well-rounded game to the
floor, and at 6-2, can dominate in the
paint. Shannon Herold (Downers Grove,
IL) is a quick shooting guard and can
score from any where on the floor.

$4.95

TOSSED SALAD
-' 41-95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Slue Cheese, Ranch
and Ute Italian.

% C M S OF SODA

PRIMAVERA ,
.MED $9.95 ' . . LARGE $13.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced
tomatoes on a while pie.
CHJCKEN PESTO . , , . MED $9 95 . LARGE $13 25
Fresh Mozzarella. fresh chicken and sliced lomaioes,
basted in pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO . . . . . M.ED $11.25 . URGE S14.25
Fresh Mozstarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basterj in Pesto sauce,
WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . URGE S9.95
Fresh MozzarelSa, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHfTECLAM
MEDS7SS . . URGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil
RANCH CHICKEN , . MED S9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh ftlozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in. ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MEO $9 50 . . LARGE S12.50
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE .
S59S
SPAGHETTI, ZITl OR SHELLS WITH MtATBALLS S695
SPAGHETTI, im OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE S6.9S
EGGPLANT FARMrGJANA WITH PASTA . .
,S?95
CHICKiN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . $8 95
BAKEOZm
$795
MEAT RAVIOLI
S8.95
CHEESE RAVIOU
S6.95
VIGCIt RAVIOLI
$6.95
Includes salad and roll

1..

£ l HH MM

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When drdering.

BEVERAGES
DESSERT
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ieason Opener 69-58

Trinity Battles The Beavers Of Babson, Coming Up With Their First Win Of The 1999-2000 Season

tion to Trinity's forwards proved deadly, grew to eight then to ten as they hit a clinched in the Bantams' claws, ended
Leading 28-20 at the half, The Ban- slump of their own. The game, firmly with the final 69-58 Trinity.
Senior Editor
tams appeared ready to put the game
away. Babson had other ideas. They
1 would like to apologize in advance found that they were able to take advanto the team, coaches and readers as no tage of the transition game and suddenly
statistics or rosters were available at press began outhustling the Bantams on the
court. Babson also was able to make up
time.
Trinity opened what looks to be a the difference as their own forwards
good, if not great season for the women's seized position under the glass on several
basketball team. The women are coming occasions for a 17-7 run that put the Beaoff last season's promising 15-9 record, vers up by two. In the midst of the battle
more than good enough to get them into under the boards was Luz who was inthe ECAC tournament. This year they volved in a multitude of tie-ups and great
will hopefully post a record that will hustle plays the whole afternoon.
At the culmination she dove headfirst
take them down the road to the NCAA
tournament at Western Connecticut for a loose ball to a hideous screetching
State University. This Saturday they took stop. Apparently unhurt (and invintheir first step against frequent cible) she ran to the other end of the floor
only to be slammed face-down into the
NEWMAC conference rival, Babson.
With only one senior and three jun- floor fighting for a rebound. She lay there
iors, the Babson Beavers are a young for a minute, unseen by the officials at
team. Several starters are freshmen and the other end of the court, but got up in
on Saturday they made their college de- time to help her team returning on ofbut. The inexperience showed as the fense and played for the rest of the game.
Trinity meanwhile had hit a spell of
Bantams jumped out to an early 15-8 lead
with active play on the perimeter and cold shooting, both from the field and
accurate mid-range shooting. It was only the free throw line. The latter hurt the
scattered baskets from Babson that kept Bants the most. They were heavily
the Bantams from running away with outfouled by Babson. The Beavers had
two players foul out with six minutes to
the game.
Ten minutes in, the Bantams began go, one of which should have fouled out
some solid interior play by forwards two minutes prior if not for an error on
Gretchen MacColl '00, Caitlin Luz '00, the referee's part. To their credit it was
and Kate McKlosky '03, that opened up unusual to have players fouling out of a
outside shots for the guard trio of Jackie game so lar from the end. The Beavers
Siscone'01,Bridget Dullea '02 and Megan hung around as poor iree throw shootShutte '00, The Beavers were able tosolily ing made a close game out ol what could
their defense enough to prevent Trinity have been comfortably won. Around the
from scoring too often in the paint. How- 4-5 minute mark the bantams sealed the
fiV, »'. r«iNCoL.-Ml
ever, as the game progressed the shots game on calm outside shooting from Sophomore guard Bridget Dullea pops a jumper
Siscone.
The
Beavers
watched
as
the
lead
that were created outside by this attenBY DEVIN PHARR

A Look Inside The NBA: 1999-2000 Season
We tiave Combined Great Snapshots Of NBA Action With Our Own Insightful Commentary
BY MATT PURUSHOTHAM A N D
COLIN RUANE

Sports Editors

'V.

The NBA season is well underway
and fans have vastly differing opinions
of it so far. Some still miss Michael Jordan and feel that the league will never
be as exciting as when he was playing.
Others will also miss MJ, but like the opportunity of seeing something other
than a Bulls game on Sunday. They like
the crop of exciting new teams that they
have emerged si nee Jordan left the game.
Others think that the quality of play in
the NBA has and will continued to pale
in comparison to that of the NCAA
Championship Tournament. All fans,
however.love the game of basketball in
whatever their personal way may be.
Last year's NBA finals,- while lacking
the dominantpresence and magical play
of Michael Jordan, certainly contained
more exciting series and close games
than the Jordan era ever did. The Portland Trailblazers, one of the deepest
teams in the league, who played
Rascheed Wallace off the bench, provided many fans with an exciting run to
their Confrence's finals before falling to

• V
kV
• V,
> V

ESPN.COM

Stephon "Mighty Mouse" Marbury

ent in the NBA has found room to emerge
into the spotlight. Among that generation are Spurs' power forward Tim
Duncan, L.A Clippers' Lamar Odom,
Houston Rockets' Steve Francis and perhaps the player most Jordan-esque,
Toronto Raptors' small forward Vince
Carter.
These players have arrived at a time in
which players like Charles Barkley, Karl
Maione, John Stockton- for that matter
most of the original Dream Team- face
the end of their careers. They have injected the league with a burst of youth
and athleticism greatly needed as these
old greats fade fromt he league. The
league will lose the career leader for assists in John Stockeon, but it has
Sacramento's Jason Williams, one of the
most exciting passers in the game, and
Jason Kidd a constant triple-double
threat.
Fans love a dynasty. Every generation
loves to be able to tell the one which
FNCOW
Karl "TheMailman" Maione "
came before that they saw a great athlete
the dominant San Antonio Spurs. The play and they were sitting on their couch
Spurs, in turn, showed those who felt that when a great team won the title.
they were never going to win a champi- Howevever, a season is made more interesting when fans have the option of seeonship how wrong they were.
Jordan is gone, he decided to retire at inga myriad of entertaining teams. One
the ripe age of 35, spending his time cutting a few 1-800-COLLECT commercials
to add to his already enormous income
and coming up with his own male fragrance line. When Michael Jordan left
the Chicago Bui Is and the NBA.many in
the Windy City wondered whether it
was the end of an era for the Chicago
Bulls team. With the Bulls performance
last season, it seems as though the greatest fears of Chicago fans came true with
the team's roster literally crumbling
with veteran players such as Scottie
Pippen leaving the team after Jordan
split. Jordan was Chicago and without
the respect which Jordan's play demands
and deserves, the Bulls are just another
NBA team, no better and no worse than
the Milwaukee Bucks. With the departure of Jordan, a new generation of talESPN.COM
Iverson slices his way to the hoop.

ESPN.COM

Rasheed Wallace slams it home.

must wonder if this new generation of
potential basketball greats can truly fill
the shoes of their predecessors. This
trend has occured throuhgout multiple
generations inside the world of the NBA,
yet with many calling Michael Jordan
the greatest basketball player of all-time,
the shoes which this "new generation"
must fill seem a little too big. . '•.'":
What makes a legend? It's more than
just breaking records and posting' butstanding numbers throughout a long
and solid career. A legend has a
prescence that surrounds him on 'and off
the court. He brings it with him wherever he goes: practices, press conferences,
charity events and especially in the publie eye. Michael Jordan is a legend. Larry
Bird is a legend. They have earned this
status somehow without even being formally named a "legend". It's hard to tell
who dubs these great players as legends,
whether it is the fans, the media, or the
players themselves. Will Duncan and
Iverson be the next legends? We'll see.

BANTAM fanFARE
wmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmiimiimmmmmimmmmmimmm

This Week in Sports

Yet Another... Tripod Sports Top Ten!
Thanksgiving is a time of sharing and celebrating the many gifts we have recieved; we know that we have appreci| ated all the kind letters and gifts which our dedicated readers have so lovingly sent us (President Dobelle's gifts have been
especially nice. Does anyone need any courtside seats to the next Knicks game?). As with all things in life, Thanksgiving
creates it's own opportunities for endeavors in athletics. We have come up with a list of our favorite Thanksgiving Day
sports, and we're not talking about sitting on the couch and watching games, we're talking about being involved and
| gettin'dirty.

10. Challenge family members to come up with ways to explain how Dick Vitale is still
employed. Most annoying man in the world...DICK VITALE!
9. You versus your 88-year old grandmother in an intense battle of "Gravy Wrestling".
All you need is a real old person, a kiddie pool full of gravy and a good right jab.
8. The classic Thanksgiving Day touch football game. This is always a blast, until older
relatives don't know when to quit. When your fifty year-old father is laying out for
passes, things have gone too far.
7. Butternut Squash juggling. Pretend you're a clown in a circus, and just go with it.
6. Cranberry sauce dodge ball. You've only got one shot; use it wisely.
5. Guess Aunt Edna's weight. It' s not really a sport, but when you get the whole family
laughing and pointing at her, damn, that's an adrenaline rush.
4. Family Sing-A-Long Sneakaway. Those that are best at this event are able to sneak
out the door while their family is singing any Thanksgiving song. Just don't ask us to
just.don't exist. .
?1

'

"'

3. O.K., grandpa's been sittin' pretty the whole Thanksgiving Day while grandma just
went upstairs to cry, waiting for someone to console her (Fm busy). So, get
some paper and a pen and count how many times grandpa gets up to go to the bathroom.
Then, put the sheet of paper up in the living room for the rest of the family to see. Ha.
2. Turkey shot put. It's the shot-put, but with a turkey. Watch out for flying stuffing!
1. Family Vomitting Contest. See who can projectile vomit the farthest. Give bonus
points to contestants who can knock over a can with an undigested drumstick!

Spirts
Upcoming Winter Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball

11/23 at Eastern Connecticut

Women's Basketball

11/23 vs. Albertus Magnus

%

Swimming And Diving

12/4 vs. UMass Dartmouth And Brandeis

Men's Ice Hockey

11/27 at Connecticut College

"

•
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Markelz Races At NCAA National Championships
Junior Todd Markelz
Traveled To Wisconsin and Raced Against The Best In The Country
came across the first mile in brings home a lot of experience
BY DAVID KYLE

Sports Writer

OSH KOSH, Wl-Junior Todd
Markelz (Homer, AK), Trinity
College's top cross-country runner, ran at the NCAA CrossCountry Championships over
the weekend. The fastest teams
from across the country and the
fastest qualifying individuals
from each region of the nation
race for the NCAA title. On a
cool 45 degree overcast Saturday, North Central College won
the 1999 Division III Men's race.
Markelz crossed the line with a
25:20.3 in the 112th spot.
At the start of the race, the
field moved out after the starting gun tremendously fastScott Jensen, a Senior from
Keene State College who placed
5th in the race at 23:58, took out
the field in roughly a 4:20 first
mile, putting some runners into
oxygen debt very early on in the
race. Markelz, after seeing how
fast the pack was moving at the
start, had to rethink his strategy
of sticking with the top 35 to
setting a personal record that
day instead. The Trinity runner

4:45 in around 80th, and then to help his teammates for next
hit the third mile mark in 15:08, year." And what did Markelz
setting a personal record for that himself think of his race? "the
distance with two miles to go. experience was great, but my
This last section proved to be overall performance made it
the most difficult for him, run- bittersweet-1 wanted that sub
ning with a taxed system from 25 time, and there was a point
the intense first three miles. after the 3 mile where I knew I
Markelz, however finished couldn't get. But getting on the
strong with a sprint into the line with 212 runners who are
chutes on the last downhill of as serious or more serious then
the race to end his 1999 season. yourself is an incredible feeling.
Coach Suitor remarked that, "I The race highlights my run-

,,. J[U

"The experience was great, but my overall
performance made it bittersweet-1 wanted
that sub 25 time, and there was a point
after the 3 mile where 1 knew I couldn't
get it." -Todd Markelz '01
think he had a good first championship.
For his time, it's probably not
what he wanted- No matter
how much you talk about, the
first time can be very tough, and
it's a whole different atmosphere than what he's used to
with all those elite runners. But
overall Todd had a great season,
ran a good race at nationals, and

ning career because it was not
personally the greatest race but
by far the best running experience I've ever had." Markelz goes
on to compete in indoor track in
the 3000 and 5000 meter events
for the 1999-2000 season.
Marklez will return next fall
to the Trinity Cross-Country
team as a senior, ready to take
on the country again.

i^;
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i oaa iviarKeiz ui races at nationals.

Tripod Captures The True Essence Of Sports
People Have Many Views Of Sports, But The Tripod Has Cut To The Heart Of Many Of Our Favorite Sports
BY DEVIN PHARR

Senior Editor

MO
IS'
|V

Basketball:
A 10 person interpretive
dance of 2 annoying children,
where participants hopelessly
sprint around a court trying to
disrupt the other team from
copying you with the same actions you bot,h try and repeat
over and over again. All this is
done while constantly checking the position of your feet
while preventing the ball from
hitting you in the face.
Wrestling:
Repeatedly trying to distract
your opponent's attempts to
prevent his back from flushly
contacting a mat specifically
designed
to
shorten
participants'slifespans through
backspasms and hernias.
Football:
Given, Steve is in his car traveling south at 50 mph and Dave,

testants jump in the pool and
imitate their favorite sea-animal. Contestants sometimes
shave their bodies for the intimidation in looking like a por- poise to one's opponents.
Diving:
A sport where people leap
from an elastic platform attempting to impersonate Wile
E. Coyote turning into a- stick.
The addition of a pool was
made in 1958.
Tennis:
Game involving two people
hitting a fuzzy ball back and
forth trying to prevent it from
bouncing twice. Then when it
does arguing with everyone in
the area, disowning your parents, firing your coach, breaking
the racquet you recieved illegally in the mail from a corporate sponsor. All because you
don't know the score but suspect the cheating bastard on the
other side of the net would lie
to you.

Soccer: Two teams seemingly in cahoots
who run around a field passing the ball
to their teammates, the other team, the
referee, spectators, and anyone else...

IV'

f

in his car, is traveling north traveling at the same speed. If both
men jumped out the window at
each other with Dave planting
his helmet into Steve's liver, how
much further will Steve travel
than the ten-yard penalty that
may or may not be awarded if
one of the eleven referees happens to notice?
Swimming:
A sport where a group of con-

Soccer:
Two teams seemingly in cahoots who run around a field
passing the ball to their teammates, the other team, the referee, spectators, and anyone else
they can find as long as no one
scores anypoints. Occasionally
the ball is passed to the respective goalie to conceal their motives from fans. While these
motives are plainly obvious in

a game forbidding the use of
hands by anyone not directively
involved with the prevention of
scoring.
Field Hockey:
22 Front Surfaces of curved
sticks who to help in
manuveringand increased pace
of play, have enlisted the assistance of a group of athletes who
must run up and down the field,
hopelessly trying to avoid obstructing the curved sticks of
the other team from hitting the
ball. Played to the musical
accorripanyment of whistles,
and tends to lure fans from certain other sports into watching
for reasons of poor taste.
Baseball:
Two teams fighting an embittered battle over the fact that the
opposition continually interrupts the practice of throwing
and catching that taljes place
before each inning. Frequent
tactics are carelessly throwing
hard objects, kicking dirt and
trying to make the other team
fall asleep.
Softball:
A game very similar to baseball except that the contest has
become personal, with a clownishly inflated ball and smaller
field used (to ridicule the abilities of one's opponents.
Crosscountry:
Ceremonial and traditional
celebration of Paramount^ 1994
release of Forrest Gump.
Ice Hockey:
People frantically skating
around the ice in a rather lethal
version of musical chairs. Both
teams fly about violently pinning one another to the boards,
attempting to score and then

fleeing to the bench in terror
before everyone on the ice is
killed by a hideous and deadly
ice-paving machine.
Track
"A variety of sports which are
a bit like habitrail for humans
that in certain events takes ad-

too.
Crew.
A group of people, selected by
weight in the tradition of greedy,
seagoing merchantmen, pack
into a tastfully decorated pea
pod and race to see who needs
an outboard motor the least.

Golf: People without jobs take advantage
of their free afternoons by becoming
addicted to the sport that will eventually
force them to retire and near bankruptcy...
vantage of our opposable
thumbs. Some participants
practice an event that simulates
jumping over a mini-van while
others build strength in case we
need to defend our shores with
manually propelled cannonballs. Meanwhile, timers compete against their inept
performances at other such
events with the help of eight to
twenty individuals recreating
their favorite NASCAR memo• ries.
Volleyball
A more violent cousin of
ping-pong. The object here is to
drill the ball at the enemy as
hard as possible, to try and
make them touch something
they're not supposed to, and get
in trouble. The best players are
often seen practicing gymnastics in the crystal wear section of
a department store.
Squash;
Two players are put in a room
together while onlookers and
judges watch to see how many
times they can get in each others way. Subjects are given a
popped racquetball to play with

Teams often motivate themselves to go faster by hoping
they hit that whatever they run
into hard enough to also kill the
person yelling at them from the
back of the boat,
Golf:
People without jobs take advantage of their free afternoons
by becoming addicted to the
sport that will eventually force
them to retire and near bankruptcy to get good at it.
Rugby.
Played with the bloated carcass of a large maggot, these two
teams run about a field randomly kicking, passing, and
making up rules to further the
goal of hurting the other team.
Doctors are traditionally represented with massive applications of general anesthetic
before, during and after the
game.
Lacrosse:
People run aimlessly about a
field with modified butterfly
nets swatting one another and
trying to prevent the other team
from assassinating their goalie
with a supersonic jawbreaker.

